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The Magnolia Inn. 1202 S. 12th St.. in Murray. is where an
armed robbery was reported Friday night. Three people
were arrpsted on charges related to that crime between
Friday night and Saturday morning.

MPD arrests
three Murrayans
on robbery charges
Staff Report
unny Videos
ife
Newsroom
'Theory
'Rom

The Murray Police Department arrested three people over the
eekend on charges related to an alleged robbery Friday night at
a local motel.
According to a press release from the MPD.officers received a
call just after 9 p.m. Friday that a robbery had occurred at the
Magnolia Inn on South 12th Street.
An employee at the motel told iesponding officeis that a man
had confronted him with a weapon and demanded money. He
said the man had fled the scene on foot,then had left in a ear. The
MPD release also said the employee told officers that other persons Were seen in the vehicle the individual had entered.
According to the N1PD report. !Xlarcellous Foster. 35, of
Murray. and Jacqueline Reed. 25. Also of Murray. were arrested
and charged with robber) 1st degree. In addition, a warrant was
issued for Johnny Grinstead. 2 of Murray.
The MPD reported that Grinstea %k as arrested Saturday morning and charged with robbery 1st dee. All three inch%'duals
were transported to the Calloway Coun • Jail.
Calloway District
They ar-e expected to appear this week
tchens. •
Court for arraignments before Judge Randall
Individuals facing charges are innocent until p oven guilty.
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Monday: Partly sunny with
a 50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms High
in the lower 80s West wind 9
to 13 mph. gusting as high as
20 mph

Night: Partly
Monday
cloudy. Low in the mid 60s.
West wind 5 to 9 mph. becoming calm after midnight.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny.
High in the mid 80s. West wind.
3 to 6 mph
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy. High in the upper 60s
Light south wind
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
High in the upper 80s South
southwest wind 5 to 9 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms Low in
the lower 70s
Thursday: Partly sunny with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms. High in the mid 80s.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy Low in the mid 60s,

Charletter Ellis never had a
fishing outing like this one
before.
A little more than an hour into
the 12th annual Hooked on
Fishing/Not on Drugs event at
the Imes Farm pond- in
Calloway County. the Murray
grandmother did something that
left grandsons Jay den and Jay ce
with their mouths w ide open.
She landed the biggest fish of
her life.
"I'll have to remember this. I
will! I will!" Ellis said with a
huge smile on her face just
moments after she reeled in a
largemouth bass estimated at
JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & Times photos
right at the pounds. "Eve
brought kids to this since 2004. WHAT A MOMENT!: Charletter Ellis of Murray reacts after landing this largemouth bass,
but we've been bringing these estimated to weigh nearly five pounds. Saturday as fellow angler Christian Stewart, 8, of
two since 2007. This is usually Murray gets a look at the catch during the 12th annual Hooked on Fishing/Not Drugs event at
one of two outings we make a the Imes Farm pond in Calloway County. Ellis said this was the largest fish she has ever
year.the other to the city park in
Cadiz.
"It's such a neat program they community with a name quite
appropriate tor the day, Crappie
do here."
southeastern
Hollow,
in
that
met
Grandson layden
Calloway County."We live live
with - -a simple
minutes from the lake so we do
"Awesome!"
lot of lishing. As a matter of
a
exactly
are
Such moments
fact,
we went fishing dim ii
what organizers of the event
we came up here
before
there
want to see. Saturday 's event
today."
to
up
children
110
about
drew
Saturday was about more than
age IS - with numerous parents
fishing. though. Organizers
just
and grandparents and family
twofriends also participating and,as say its main "hooks" are
introducing
is
first
The
fold.
in the case with Ellis, having as
finding
good. of a time as the young- youth to the idea of
activities, including tishinr. to
sters.
a posiii%
"It's a great program for these occupy their time in
kin
a‘k
them
taking
manner,
kids." said J.P. Burris, who
Luke Johnson, 9. of Murray patiently watches his bobber
brought daughter Autumn. 10.
while seated in a chair Saturday morning at the Imes Farm
and sou Trace. (v. up from a
pond
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Longtime Murray State University fan Gearl Suiter (bottom right) holds the end of a ceremonial gold ribbon as Gene Wells Ray cuts the strand during the official opening of the
Gene W. Ray Center/Morgan Court facility on Feb. 23.

Racer Nation reacts to loss of Suiter
By RICKY MARTIN
and JOHN WRIGHT
Ledger & Times
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The words of longtime Murray State Racers
play-by-play man Neal Bradley seemed to say
it all in regards to Gearl Sinter.
"The thing about Gearl. is we don't have
names on the back of our jerseys. it just says
'Murray State' on the from. But as far as Gearl
was concerned, it said 'Suiter' on the back of
every jersey. That's the kind of fan he was.
those were his boys out there, whether they had
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711 S 12th St. • P.O. Box 596 • Murray, KY •(270) 753-3415

a good game or didn't have a good game."
Bradley said Sunday as MSU fans Came to
grips with the news of Suiter's death Saturday
at the age of 76.
"He was behind them 1110 percent. Those
were 'Gear! Suiter's kids' I think is kind of the
way he looked at it. Whenever I would talk to
him he would say. 'Our.boys need to do this.
our boys need to do that.' he talked about them
how I talk about my actual sons."

Scampering across the wooden
deck of the Playhouse in the Park
, pavilion, close to 80 kids rushed to
the theater front lawn on Friday
afternoon, eager to listen to
Humane Society of Calloway
County volunteers talk about puppies available for adoption.
Having finished a lunch provided
by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the federally funded
summer feeding program allows
children from ages 2-18 to ea
balanced and nutritious meal regardless of income or residency
guidelines.
Over the past 10 years, however through the assistance of Murray
and Calloway Family Resource
Youth Service Centers, Memorial
Ky,
Church. West
Baptist
Mentoring. Calloway County 4-H
and many other programs and vol.
unteers - the federal assistance program has been transformed from

urran
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From Front
the trap of being introduced to
'drugs or alcohol. The other
Addresses the need for families
.to participate in such activities
'together as studies have shown
!that interaction have strong payoffs later in life with such things
as school work and jobs.
"Maybe this gets them hooked
'for
life,"
uttered
Terry
Yarbrough of Murray,a fisheries
technician for the Kentucky
Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources. "These kids out
here, though. are the future of
.hunting and fishing."
• Speaking of future, Jo
liobertson was eyeing the banks
around the three-acre pond
;north of Murray wits an idea of
eyeing potential talent. And she
:would know about that, being
The coach of the Calloway
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos
County High School bass fish- J.P. Burris of Crappie
Hollow gives his daughter Autumn, 10, a chance to hold a small largeing team that had two of its mouth bass Saturday as
son Trace, 6, gets a view from under the fish during the 12th annual
anglers — and — win a state Hooked on Fishing/Not
on Drugs event near Murray.
championship a few weeks ago.
"We have put in 100 hours of
community service this year and
we're putting in more today,and
the whole point is giving back to
the community," Robertson
said."We just think it's great to
promote ,fishing to promote a
really important cause like this.
Plus, we are always on the lookout for potential team members.
so we've got to keep that in
mind too."
For Kenny Imes, 5th District
state representative and host of
Saturday's event, providing the
venue for this event the past 10
years, especially considering its
aims, was awfully satisfying.
The turnout was very strong.
considering Saturday was a
rainout date from the previous
week. One thing seemed to really please him, though.
"They were actually catching
some fish this time. There have
been some years that hasn't happened too much so I was glad to
see most of the ones here today
actually get at least one. That's LIL' BROTHER LENDS A HAND:Justin DeBoer, 9, of Murray takes over the task of removwhat you want to see," Imes ing the hook from the mouth of a bluegill his sister, Kayla, 11, caught Saturday during the 12th
annual Hooked on Fishing/Not on Drugs event at the Imes Farm pond near Murray.

"We're helping our

community
with minima y invasive

surgical
techniques."

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times photos
Several children lined up on Friday afternoon to meet
"Gypsy," a full bloodhound who serves as a special deputy for
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office. Her main purpose is
search and rescue missions when people are lost and missing. A special guest for the Summer in the Park feeding program at the Playhouse in the Park pavilion. Gypsy recently
helped search for the Davis brothers. who went missing in
New Concord and were found on Good Friday.

From Front
one focused strictly on toml to
overall health and education of
hundreds 'of children in
Calloway County.
Original!) administered and
organized in Chestnut Park.
Callow a) County • Family
Resource Center Coordinator
Michelle Hansen said the
increased
popularity
and
demand of what is now referred
to as "Summer in the Park"
warranted a new location - forcing a mo% e to the Playhouse in
the Park pavilion for increased
Space. As such, the numbers of children served have sharply
increased. from 1,856 meals
served in 2010 to 2,353 meals
served in 2012.
Alread%. Hansen said 400 different children have been served
during the first two weeks of this
summer program: in comparison. only 420 different children
wete ser‘ed in 2011.
"Almost 50 percent of our
children come just one time."
Hansen said."The other 50 percent come repeatedly through
the summer and on different
days."
There are three particular reasons why the program has
gained popularity. Hansen said:
• Parents and children love
ha v ing
learning
activities
accompanied with a healthy
lunch.
• It serves as a great check-in
with teachers, who usually help
volunteer during the summer
and see their students on a regular basis.k.
• Lastly. many parents and
children come because of a
hunger need.
"We want people to come
because of all of these reasons,"
Hansen said."We want them to
come and not have to worry
about anything."
With five weeks remaining on
the schedule. • Hansen said the

program goes rain-or-shine.
Monday-Friday and runs much
smoother if fitmilies arrive by
11:30 a.m. in order to insure
enough lunches are provided for
the children w ithout having to
go pick up more and delay the
alternotm learning activities.
Furthermore, Hansen said it is.
more beneficial for students to
come and eat and then partake in
the acti% ities in order to enjoy
the full ewerience. ss hich usually ends around 1 p.m.
"We have many activities
geared for -appropriate ages.'
she said. "We don't anyone to
feel left out
For "Nlo% ement Monday.Solunteers from the Murray Callck% ay County Hospital
Wellness Center focus on better
health through physical acti% it\.
using different e erciscs to
engage children.
On "Terrific Tuesdays.- assis
tants help focus on literacy. as
Murray and Calloway teachers
who,through a myriad of (kraal.
tions.distribute one new book to
each child every week. poten
tiallv Providing up to seleVr w"'
books for children who attended
es ery Tuesday.
"Water Wednesday s- are a
splash of a time: as s‘‘
and water activities are organized by (Jinn) Harper and
Calloway. County 4-1-1 or
through the city pool.
Through "Socially Thinking
Thursday". kids can e‘pect to
work through science e‘periments and nature-oriented acti% ities, also organized by Ginny
Harper and Calloway County 4H and with the assistance of
Cindy
the
Cossey
of
Conservation District.
The week always finishes with
"Fur and Feather Friday:. with
West Ky.. Mentoring typically
inviting the Humane Society of
Calloway County to bring out
all kinds of animals for the children to enjoy and learn about.
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Photo provided
Calloway County Sheriff William Marcum (center) and
Major Clayton Hendricks of the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office, and Randy Kamber, president of the Oaks country
Club (right), are shown with a new 2013 Ford Escape.

Special to the Ledger
The first player to register a hole-in-one during an upcoming
charity golf tournament will take home a new SUV.
This will be the case Aug. 15 at Oaks Country Club for the
inaugural Calloway County Sherds Association Golf
Tournament at the Oaks Country Club on Ky... 94 about three
miles west of Murray. Parker Ford of Murray has donated a
2013 Ford Escape that will go to the first player able to ace the
par-3 sixth hole at the Oaks.
Procteds from the charity tournament will benefit the
Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch. The tournament will
he a 4-person scramble format and will have a siren start at 8:30
a.m.
Entry lees of $60 per player or $240 per team includes green
fee, participant gifts.food,and drink. Door prizes will be awarded at conclusion of tournament.to all paid participants with tickets. including longest drive and closest to pin prizes.
Randy Kamber, president of the Oaks Country Club, states
that."The Oaks is proud to have been selected to host this year's
tournament and we plan that this tournament becomes an annual event at our club". •
Early registration is recommended with forms being available
at the Sheriff's Office or Oaks Country Club Proshop. Players
may also register online at "http://wwvv.callkyso.com"
www.callkyso.com.

• The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of
Trustees Investment Committee will meet at 7:30 a- :rri.
Friday in the main board room of the North Tower of the
hospital campus. Agenda items will feature informational
items, including an economic update and update on portfolio performance.
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Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross will conduct a mock shelter exercise from
10 a.m. to noon Friday at First
Baptist Church, 203 S 4th St.. in
Murray.
. Members of the community are
encouraged to visit the shelter at
their convenience and take advantage of this opportunity to learn
more about Red Cross shelters,
emergency preparedness and the
American Red Cross in general:
. Disaster Action Team volunteers
from Calloway County and surrounding counties are using this
exercise to test American Red
Cross shelter operations.
Readiness is a big part of disaster
relief. Before the first shelter is
JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & Times
opened, . the first volunteer
deployed or the first meal served, DRAWING WORKSHOP: Maya Henneberger, 9, of Murray (left) tries her hand with a threethe American Red Cross must have dimensional work as instructor Marie Dolchan supervises her progress Friday afternoon durthe proper supplies and systems in ing Beginning Drawing Workshop at the Murray Art Guild. This will be one of several such
- lace to
respond. These prepara- activities MAG will host this summer.
tions cost money. and those funds
have to be available long before a
disaster strikes. The American Red •
Cross receives no line-item government funding. and relies upon the
generosity of the American public.
"It's not a matter of if the next
disaster will strike, but when." said
Matt Hamblen. Executive Director
of the Calloway County Chapter of
At Lourdes. we believe that quality
the American Red Cross. "We're
is as important as convenience._
asking local residents in Calloway'
when it comes to heart care.
County to help us test our shelters
Board-certified interventional
and be better prepared in times of
- cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D..
disaster."
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
located in the heart of town, and
About the American Red Cross:
Raloe
offers in-office care for cardiac
- The American Red Cross shelInteryeneon.
stress testing, echocardiograms,
ters. feeds and provides emotional
Carchologmt
hotter monitoring and more.
support to victims of disasters: supPlus, as part of the Lourdes
plies nearly half of the nation's
410111
network. Dr. Milsaps works
blood: teaches lifesaving skill:
directly with the hospital's
provides international humanitarian
cardiac team to ensure patients
aid: and supports military members
have access to cardiac MRI
and CT, angioplasty and stent
and their families. The Red Cross is
placement, cardiac surgery
a charitable organization — not a
and
a 24-hour Accredited Chest
government agency — and depends
Pain
Center,
HogwramcMD
J David Talley. M D
e"e,x,'e
C
MD
on volunteers and the generosity of
CarO.olog..
Carchologn,
Carthoetoracc Surgeon
the American public to perform its
To schedule an appointment with Dr. Milsaps,
mission. For more information,
MERCY
rr , Cardiology Murray
please call 1-855-490-4707.
please visit
"http://www.redcross.orgiwity'
www.redcross.org;wky., or type
'like' on Facebook.
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Excludes some items. See store for details. Sale good while supplies last.

Dusk to Dawn 30 Watt LED Ice Cream
Security Light

HUGE CLEARANCE
SALE!

Maker

Reg 159 99

4 quart
Reg. $44.99,

SALE'

SALE

$139994

3-Outlet Power
Block

$3
299

Indoor/Outdoor • Yellow
2 • 12/3 S'TVV-A
Reg. $12.59

25' - Reg $2599

$

99

SALE

'1999

SALE

100
Reg $89.99

Multi-Purpose
Home & Garden
Sprayer
2 gallon
Reg. $16.49

Extension Cords
50'- Reg $49.99

'3999

SALE

We cleaned the warehouses again!
SOME ITEMS ARE:
• Mirrors
• Bathroom
Accessories
• landscape Lighting
• Delta faucets/Parts
• All Waste King
• Sinks Bath
Garbage Disposers
& Kitchen
"Huge Savings"
• Light fixtures
& Fans

C2E5
ACE

• Misc. Assortment
of Glass

Square D "00" Main
Lug Load Center
100 AMP • Single Phase
6 Space 12 Circuit Max
Outdoor, Rain Proof
Reg. $39.99

Toro Power Sweep "Perfect Aire"
Electric Blower Portable NC
Reg. $54.99 10,000 BTU
SALE Perfect for rooms
up to 400 sq ft
115 Volts
$3999 1120 Watts
Reg $429 99

Lasko 20"
Box Fan
3 Speeds
Reg $31 99

Select
Group
of Scratch
& Dent
Aqua Glass
,
Shower
Doors

SALE $1999

ALL Music & Sound
Built-In Intercom & Radio
Systems

75% OFF
or morel

at Huge Savings!

Window A/C Units
STARTING AT ONLY
$169

LEVITON
Receptacle 200
Single Pole Switch 25c
3-Way Switch 350

Case Knives
10%

OFF
20% Off uor
Gni Inivos
-

NCAA

Murray Supply, where knowledge is
always in stock and ifs absolutely free
Check out our website:
www.murraysupplyco.com

Almond ONLY

rnu

RAW
SUPPLY CONIPANY

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY

270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.
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Suiter wore his fandom for everyone to
see, even dedicating an entire room in his
The father of renowned MSU fans Lindy home to
the Racers — his favorite hobby.
and Larry Suiter. Gearl's impact on the
"I've known Gearl many, many years, he
Racer basketball family runs as deep as his
Just loved it." MSU Assistant Athletic
family's roots in Murray.
Director of Media Relations Dave Winder
"He's been a basketball fan of Murray
said."Some guys like to fish,some guys like
State's since at least when I was here, and
to play golf, some guys ride motorcycles.
that was way back in 1948. I'm almost 84 if
(lear's hobby was Racer basketball. Twelve
that tells you anything. When I played here.
months out of the year. he was interested in
his dad (Thomas Elroy Suiter) took him and
it and couldn't wait for the next game. He
his brothers to all of the games, and I really was
one of those guys that would be there
remember them coming to the away win
or lose. He supported his team.
games," remembered MSU legend Bennie
"When I first came back to Murray State.
Purcell Sunday.
it was probably 2001 or 2002.1 took a cam"He was more flamboyant than the others era over to
his home one day and had him
I'd say. Joe was the youngest of the three and show
me his Racer room. That was a neat
Larry probably was not into it nearly as experience
because he had all kinds of
much as Gearl. I do remember when we
memorabilia. He had a one-of-a-kind quilt
played in the NAIA tournament in Kansas made out of Racer T-shirts he had collected
City, Thomas came out there and I want to over the years. It was just
really neat,
say it was Gearl that was with him. He did"When I saw that I just thought. 'Wow!
n't bring them all that time.
This is really neat that someone loves it that
;When you think of Murray State basketmuch to make a room of it in their house.'
ball, you definitely think of Gear! Suiter and
That's the first thing I thought of(Saturday)
how he supported this program. Its tough to
when I heard the news."
rose Gear!, especially when you've got
MSU Director of Athletics Allen Ward
somebody who was so involved with the lamented as to what will he missing come
program the way he was."
next season.
Suiter's funeral is scheduled for 1 p.m..
"I'll miss seeing him in the front row at the
Tuesday at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home basketball games. The Racer family has lost
and burial will follow in the Murray a very special person." Ward said in a stateMemorial Gardens. Visitation will be held ment late Saturday."Our heartfelt sympathy
from 4-8 p.m. today at the funeral home.
goes out to the Suiter family. There was no

From Front

Photo courtesy of Murray State
Gearl Suiter listens to a speaker during the official opening of
the Gene W. Ray Center/Morgan Court in February on the
Murray State University campus. Known as one of Murray
State's most avid fans, Suiter died Saturday at the age of 76.

Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
Can we really trust the IRS with snooping in our medical recork'along with our taxes for Obamacare?
Should we allow a suspect government agency. the
IRS. to have this enormous power over us?
COME HEAR Mr. Michael Conley. former candidate
for Calloway Co.PVA.speak on the "Hidden Taxes in
the 2700 pages in Obamacare,- this Thurs.. June 13th.
at 6 p.m at the Main St. Library.
This is sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of
Calloway (The Tea Party). The public is invited.

Every Donation Brings Hope

one who loved the Racers more than Gearl."
"He had an amazing impact on the MSU
program for many years and this loss is felt
by all former and current Racer coaches,
players and support staff," said MSU Head
Men's Basketball Coach Steve Prohm, also
in a statement he issued. "Gearl embodied
all that a true Racer stands for."
Survivors include Suiter's wife, Jeanette
Price Suiter. along sons. Lindy Suiter (and
wife Lisa), Larry Suiter (and wife Susan)
and Terry Butler, along with brother Larry
(wife Wanda) three sisters, Janice McClard
(husband Terry), Debbie Gallager (husband
John) and Lisa Starks and (husband Ricky),
along with sex eral grandchildren and greatchildren, nieces and nephews.
"I cant remember Racer basketball without Gearl." Bradley said."Perhaps there was
a point. but I just don't remember it. He's
always been there.1 know where his seat is
(directly behind the Racer bench at the
.CFSB Ceiner). I could go find him at any
game for years until his health allowed that
to not tappen.
"It is a big voitL because Gearl. he is the
idea fan. He supports the team unconditionally, not happy when they lose of course. hut
he's a Racer through and through. He was a
Racer 24/7. he handed it down to his family.
and now it's our job to keep it going. the
example of what every Racer fan should
be.-

Local officers make their grades
to graduate with 50th APS class
Special to the Ledges
"Two local officers recently completed the
Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice
Trairtigg.'s- _50th Academy"' of Police
Super% ision course at Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond.
Ricky L. Starks of the Murray Police !.
Department and Ryan L. Orr of the Murray
State University Police Department were part
of a class consisting of law enforcement officers from 17 agencies across the commonwealth. This class, consisting of 20 students.
now brings the total number of graduates to
987 who have participated in the program,
also known as,the sergeant's academy.
APS, also Called the sergeant's academy, is
a three-week, 120-hour training program tar,
geted for newly promoted sergeants or officers who are on their agency's promotion list
to become sergeants. Beginning in June
2003, APS stands as the foundation for leadership training across Kentucky. The course
was designed to meet the needs of first-line

supervisOrs. those who arguably are the mbst
cnicial leaders within any given department.
said Chuck Nick ille. DOCJT Training
Division director.
"Opportunity is what APS provides,DOCJT Commissioner John Bizzack said.
during the ceremony."The opportunity it provides is one that ensures leadership in the
Kentucky law enforcement community is
based on a conscientious eftbi-t, is grounded
in state-of-the-art training and delivers education that embeds knowledge. not just a prescribed set of skills."
In the decade since the course's inception.
numerous APS graduates have gone on to
become chiefs, and other high-ranking executives in their respective agencies.
•
APS is a stepping stone to DOCJT's
Kentucky Leadership Institute, which consists of a series of three progressive leadership courses aimed at developing and shaping
future and current leaders in law enforcement
agencies across the commonwealth.

Funeral for former deputy
killed in helicopter crash
scheduled for Tuesday
LONDON. K.(AP) — A funeral is
set this %Neck for a former sheriff's
deputy who'was piloting a medical helicopter when it crashed in eastern
Kentucky.
Eddie Sizemore and two crew members on the helicopter died in the crash
on Thursday night in the parking lot ot
an elementary school in Clay County.
Funeral services for Sizemore will he
Tuesday at First Baptist Church of
London.
Sizemore had retired as a deputy in
the Laurel County sheriffs office before
becoming a pilot for Air Evac Lifeteam.
Along with Sizemore, flight paramedic Herman "Lee" Dobbs and flight
nurse Jesse Jones were killed the crash.
The team was on their way back to base
after transporting a patient to 2 London
hospital.
Federal officials are investigating the
crash.
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We're here with a great HOME LOAN OFFER...
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Finance your in-house mortgage loan with us and we will
knock-off half of your origination fees. Whether you are
refinancing or buying your first home, our mortgage spe
can help you secure the right loan. Take advantage of our
local decision making, fast turnaround time, great rates and
no-nonsense lending today!
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Murray Home & Auto
Stop by our Murray Office Today!
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Obituaries
Robbie (Williams) Falwell
Funeral serv ices for Robbie (Williams) Falwell, 95. of Murray.
Ky.. will be held on Monday. June 10. 2013. at II a.m. at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Hoine. with Bill Miller officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation was held on
Sunday, June 9. 2013..from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
She died Friday. June 7. 2013. at Spring Creek Health Care in
Murray.
She was born in Calloway County on July 19. 1917, to the late
Arvie Williams and Ola (Barnett) Williams. She was a homemaker and had also worked at Belk's Clothing Store in Murray. She
was a member of.the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband. L.B. Falwell: and by one son. Jerry Falwell.
Mrs. Falwell is surv iv ed by two grandchildren. Tim Falwell and
wife. Lori. and Jill Bell and husband. Keith. all of Murray: and two
great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Michael P. Bloodworth
Michael P. Bloodworth died Thursday. June 6. 2013. at Baptist
Health in Paducah.
He was born in New York City, N.Y.. to Everett
and Kate Bloodworth. He was a graduate of
Murray High School and was a fully medically
retired member of the Army National Guard, ha v Mg served in the Iraq war. He was a member of
Christian Fellowship Church in-Benton.
He is survived by his wile. Destiny: son. Gage:
stepdaughter. Olivia: and two sisters. Laura
Wadley. of Hardin. Ky., and Cherilyn Barrett. of
Riverside. Calif.
Bloodworth Funeral services will be held at 8:30 a.m. on
Tuesday. June II. 2013. at Christian Fellow ship
Church. Interment will follow at Middle
Tennessee Veterans Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 7:30-8:30 a.m. on
.••••
"""*
R•••••••
•
7
Tuesday. June 11.2013.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to the
Wounded
Warriors
Program.
vv vvw vvounded \1/4 .irriorsprojel.:I.orgiDonate.
Arrangements .re being handLed by Collier Funeral Home.

Glenn E. Deweese

Joyce Marie Beal

Glenn E. Deweese. 82, of Paducah, Ky., passed away from
Alzheimer's at 8:39 a.m. on Saturday. June 8, 2013 at home
with his loving wife by his Side.
Glenn was born in Carlisle County was a
member of the Baptist faith and a United States
Armed Forces veteran. Glenn retired as captain
of the Paducah Fire Department after 30 years
of service and also retired from A&P Grocery
store after 24 years of service. After his retirements, he owned and operated Deweese Lawn
Service and Deweese Rental Properties
Glenn is survived by his wife of 59 years.
Christine Hays Deweese: one daughter. Marta
Leneave and husband Gary of Paducah: two
Deweese
sons. Tim Deweese and wife Patty of Nashville.
'Fenn.. and Brad Deweese of Paducah: and two
ery special grandchildren. Christine Paige
Deweese of Newnan. Ga., and Claydon Glenn
•••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••i%
Leneave of Paducah.
ass=st•TT
Glenn is also survived by brothers and sisters
in law. Ralph Harris of Murray. Virginia Davis and Earl Hays of
Paducah. Kent and Sue Hays of Cunningham. Joyce and Ralph.
Turner of Cunningham and Jo Hays of Bardwell. and several
wonderful nieces and nephews.
Glenn was preceded in death by his parents. Arlie and Elsie
Bowers Deweese. and a sister. Glenna "Tootsie- Harris of
Murray.
Visitation will he 5 to 8 p.m.. Monday. June 10. 2013 at the
Milner and Orr Funeral Home (4. Paducah. The funeral service
will be 1 p.m. Tuesday. June II. 2013 at the funeral home with
Pastor Chris Fleming officiating. Burial will follow at the
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of cingributions
to the Alzheimer's Association:
Kaden Tower, 6100
Dutchmans Ln. STE 401 ..Louisv ilk', KY 40205 and to Lourdes
Hospice: PO Box 7100 Paducah, KY 42002.
You can also leave a message of condolence or light a candle
at www.milnerandorr.com.
This is a paid I thituarr.

Joyce Marie Beal,73, of Benton. Ky.,died at 4:53 a.m.. Sunday
June 9,2013. at Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
She was born Wednesday. Jan. 17, 1940 in
Forrest City. Ark. she and husband Orville V.
Beal owned and operated Beal One Stop in
Fairdealing and she was retired from Fisher Price
Toys in Murray.
She was preceded in death by her parents
Carmen Baker and Louada(Johnson) Baker: husband Orville V. Beal: one grandson. Dustin
Anderson: one sister. Lois Stanley and one infant
brother.
She is survived by three sons. Jeffrey Beal of
Beal
Benton. Roger Beal of Searcy • Ark.,and Ray Beal
of Conway, Ark.. two daughters. Joyce Ann Anderson of Benton
and Brenda K. Varner of Forrest City. Ark.: two sisters. Eva
McCoy of Forrest City, Ark., and Virginia Luker of Forrest City.
Ark.; 13 grandchildren. 19 great-grandchildren and three great
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Wednesday.June 12.2013
in the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton with Josh
1-lerndon and David Myers officiating. Interment will follow the
service in the Anderson Family Cemetery. Benton.
•
The family will receive friends from 5 to 8 p.m.;on Tuesday,
June 11. 2013. at Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
The family requests that memorial contributions be made to St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital. 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis.
TN )8105 or to the Ronald McDonald House Charities. 2144
Fairfax Ave.. Nashville, TN 37212.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

Roger B. Ellison
(;ra vesicle serv ices for Roger B. Ellison,47.of New Concord.

Ky.. were held at 2:30 p.m. Sunday. June 9. 2013. at Ledbetter
Cemetery. in Crump.Tenn. Visitation was held from 10 a.m. to
12 p.m. Sunday. June 9. 2013. at Imes-Miller Funeral.Home.
Mr. Ellison died Wednesday.. June 5. 2013. at his hotly.
He was preceded in death by his parents. James Evans Ellison
and Lilly' Reaves EllisOn: one brother. Ronnie Ellison: and one
Louise Miller
Marjorie
.
Marjorie Louise Miller. 85. of Benton. Ky.. died Friday. June 7 sister. Rachel Sitzes.
He is survived by three brothers, Ray Ellison.. of New
C113 at her residence in Benton.
Concord.
Rickie Ellison and wife. Wanda.of Forrest City. Ark..
She was a retired sales 'clerk in the photo department at
and Rockie Ellison and wife. Lindy. of Bartlett. Tenn.; and
Walgreens.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Arthur A. Nantz and, three sisters. Robin Craig and husband. Darmy, of South
Harriet Judson (Linley i Nantz: husband. William H. Miller: two Haven. Miss.. Rebecca. Shields and husband. Doug. of New
daughters. Sharlene Miller and Pamela Paramo: and three brothers. Concord. and Rita Abbott and husband.Jimmy.of Forrest City.
Ark.
Robert Nantz. Merit Nantz and Wilog Nantz. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
She is survived by five sons. Ronnie Miller and Gary Miller. both
of West Palm Beach.'EliTh. Merl! Miller. Jimmy Miller and Joe) .Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral
Miller. all of Benton: two daughters, Laura Ross of Dexter and I hime.
Meredith Pillion of Benton: 11 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Tuesday. June 11.2013 at
Collier Funeral Chapel in Benton. Interment will follow at Maple
NOW IS THE TIME FOR STOCKING! •
Springs Cemetery near Benton.
(Bream)"
'Channel Catfish *Largemouth Bass 'Redear
The family will receive friends from 5)to 8 p.m.. Monday. June
'Minnows 'Black Crappie (if Avail.)'Grass Carp *Koi 'Hybrid Caffish
10.2013.
Southern States in Murray, KY
The family asks that memorial contributions be made to the
American Cancer Society. P.O. Box 22718. Oklahoma City. OK
)
Saturday. June 22 from 2:00 - 3:00 PM
il
l161-k
O
73123 or to SL•Jude Children's Research Hospital. 501 Si. Jude
To Place An Order Call: 1-800-247-2615Place. Memphis,TN 38105.
Collier Funeral Home is in charge. of arrangements.

TSA agents stop Chewbacca actor over light saber
DENVER (AP) - Not even
Chewbacca and his light saber get a
free pass with airport security.
Transportation
Security
Administration agents in Denver
briefly stopped "Star Wars" franchise actor Peter Mayhew recently
as he was boarding a flight with a
cane shaped like one of science-fiction's most iconic weapons. Airport
officials say they wanted to inspect
the walking stick before allowing
Mayhew, who is MTV than 7 feet
tall, on the plane.
Mayhew tweeted "Giant manneed giant cane" from his Twitter
account when the incident happened
June 3. He posted photos showing a
TSA agent holding the replica laser
sword, which comes up to his chest.
Many _subsequent media reports

FISH DAY!!!

made it seem as though security
officials buckled to pressure from
Chew0
.
's fans in allow in, the actor
to boar the flight to DaMs with the
cane. but officials say that characterization is inaccurate.
"Because of the unusual weight of
the passenger's cane,a security officer alerted a supervisor. Less than
five minutes later the passenger and
cane were cleared to trm!
el. Social
media played no kik in'the detemnnation." the TSA said in a brief
statement released to The
Associated Press on Saturday.There
was no word on whether agents
were initially suspicious that
Chewie had- a weapon more commonly associated with other "Star
Wars" characters, including Luke
Sky% alker. Darth V'ader and Yoda.
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FARLEYS ARKANSAS PONDSTOCKERS INC.

I FREE HOPPER UPGRADE I ACT NOW AND ALSO GET

I FREE

Gear! Suiter
Gear! Stiller. 76, of Murray, Ky.. died Saturday. June 8. 2013 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Sinter was born Nov. 5, 1936 in Marshall
County. to the late Thomas Elroy and Melba'
Starks Suiter. He was retired after 30 years of
service as a safety trainer for the Kentucky Labor
cabinet. He was a member of the Glendale Road
Church .of Christ: Gearl was a well-known and
considered to be one of the greatest Murray State
University basketball fans.
Survivors include his wife, Jeanette Price Suiter
of Murray: they married June 5. 1969 in Murray:
also three sons. Lindy Sinter and wife Lisa of
Suiter
Murray. Larry Suiter and wife Susan of Murray
and Terry Butler of Murray: one brother. Larry Suiter and wife
Wanda of Murray; three sisters. Janice McClard and husband Terry
of Murray. Debbie Gallager and husband John of Murray and Lisa
Starks and husband Ricky of Murray: five grandchildren, Jeramie
Sinter, Kristin Crouse and husband Justin, Ryan Butler, Logan
Butler. and Lakin Suiter. all of Murray: two great grandchildren.
Ashlynn Sinter and Kennedy Crouse. both of Murray. Also, several nieces and nephews survive and his adored dog Lab.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death by two brothers. Joe and Eddie Suiter.
Funeral service will be held p.m.,Tuesday,June 11.2013 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,Jason Hart will officiate, and burial
will follow in the. Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be
held Monday. June 10. 2013 from 4-8 p.m.. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral -Home.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
This r% a .paid obituary •
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Proud To Carry 'em,
Just Like You.

+ 173.51
94.99 +
441.10 + 2.65
Apple
AT&T,Inc.
1;45 036
BB&T
3314 + 0.56
Bank of America ..............1338 + 0.18,
.21.26 .0.05
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 47.48 + 0.48
.84.61 + 0.61
Caterpillar
Cho ron Texaco Corp 121.69+ 1.10
16.85 + 0.65
Yahoo
1027.0.11
Foods
Dean
9139 + 1.16
Exxon-Mobil
15.73 + 030
Ford Motor Co
23.88+ 030
General Electric
41.73 + 035
Glaxo Smith Kline
.277.19 + 937
Amazon
Goodyear Tire & Rubber -.14.81 + 0.17
Do% Jones
Air Products

Prices a% of close of
by Am.% on June 7. 21113

Honied Banc*
IBM
Intel
Kroger
Mattel..
•McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc
Pfizer,Inc.
Regions Financial
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner ....
US Bancorp
13ellPoint. Inc ......Wal-Mart

141.99 -

.205.92 + 2.12
.24 .41.10
14.5; + 1.43
45.06 + 0.75
18.14 + 1.46
48.17 - 0.43
S.54.+ 0.60
18.75 + 0.60
82.29 + 0.63
2833 + 0.22
9.23 + 0.20
.47.83 + 0.79
38.74 + 1.26
;;.115 + 0.47
7737 + 0.93
76.47 + 0.84
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SBDM council to meet
The Murray Middle School Site-Based
tkcision-Making Council will meet in regular
session on Tuesday. June I I at 4 p.m in the
Media ('enter. Anyone interested is invited to
attend the meeting.

Deltas to meet - .11te Delta Department of

Datebook
Kala Dunn
Community
editor

the Murray.
Woman's Club will meet Wednesday. June 12,
at 11:15 a.m. at the Bailey Pavilion it the Park
for a potluck lunch. Tab Brockman vs ill be tbe
speaker. All members are'encouraged to attend.

Alumni banquet, reunion to be held
I he I iazel Altinim Association vs ill hold its With annual alumni
banquet and reunion Saturday, June IS. beginning at 5 p.m. at the
Family Life Center in Hazel. Mike Freeland sv ill be the featured
speaker. Dinner w ill be sersed at 6 p.m. The cost is $15.
Reservations are requested by Monday. Junc...10. by calling t 270i
293-2175.

Dialysis support group to meet
I lie Dialysis Support (intuit vs ill meet •Itiesday. June I I • at 4 p.m.'
at the Murray-Callossay County Hospital Center for Health and
Wellness. For information. call laslia Mitchell at (2701759-30M.

Parkinson's support group to meet
he Parkinson's Support('lump vs ill Meet I 1.Iesdii June I . at 12
p.m. at the George W.eaks Community Center. '10 eat vs ith the
Senior Citizens. come at I I :10 a.m. I-or mitre information contact
Di‘ie 1100,ins at 12701751-6001
1

Mr.and Mrs. Danny Thompson in 1963
Danny and \hlhe Thompson. sit Nluiray.
celebrated iheir 50th wedding alliliVersar sin Tuesday. June 4. 2(113.
jliey were married on that date in 1963 at
West Fork Baptist Church in Murray. iltith
the late Rev. R.J: limixte officiating. Their
attendants were Jennifer Riley 11111 and Jerry
Tras is.

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Thompson in 2013

The Thompsons lived in Rockford.111.,for
34 years and has e lived in Murray for the
last 16 years.
Mr. Thompson is the son of the late
Edward Thompson and the late Pochantos
Nance.
Mrs. Thompson is the daughter of the late
Grant Higgins and the late(ieneta Washer:

They have two Sons. Das id Thompson and
vs lie, Suzanne. of Algonquin. III.. and
Michael .1 hompson.of Murray. Their grandchildren are Edward Thompson. 01 141111.
III.. and Stephen. Daniel.Ken/wilt and Lrica
Thompson. all of Algonquin. III.

Murray City Schools to hold all-school reunion
Special to the Ledger

11:311 in., all wit! adjourn to
the auditorium to be welcomed
The annual ‘1 tin ay City
Schools alumni and friends by Roy Weatherly...alumni-direcreunion vs ill be held Saturday., tor. Classes will be recognized
July 6, at the Murray Middle and the group will sing "Murray'
High School'. and "Fight 'em
School building. located at 8th
Tigers.
and. Main streets. This event is
A buffet luncheon catered by
held annually on the first
Murray State University Food
Saturday in July.
Registration and meet-and - Services vs ill be served at 11:45
greet will begin at 10:30 a.m. At a.m. Resersations are required

by June 28. The price of the.
luncheon is $9. Checks may he
made to the Murray Board of
Education, c/o Roy Weatherly,
208 S. 13th St., Murray, KY

Red Cross to hold
mock shelter exercise
Special to the Ledger

)(rripil )0(4j(
HAPPENINGS
by Anntta Peeler

SUNDAY
SPECIAL
Not valid with any other offer

ANY
13"Pizza
Select any 13"
Gourmet Pizza
or Any Custom Pizza
up to Three Toppings

$10.00

FAMILY
PACK
Pick One Appetizer
and Two 13" Pizzas
(Any 13" Gourmet Pizza
or Any Custom'Pizza
up to Three Toppings.
Excludes Sampler Platter
and Crab Cakes.)

$25.00
Check
out our

NEW
MENU!
SHOPPES
OF MURRAY
(270)762-0022
www.nicksmurray.com

escited this week to
welcome new baby, birds to our
as or at Hickory Woods! We had
been watching the eggs and finally.
they hatched this week. It was quite
a bit of excitemett-aker we discos cred the tiny hittic birch. I think
're going to name that hall the
"maternity ward"!
We appreciate Wendy Waters
from the Froggy Radio Station for
donating wane really. good books to
our library. We have several "scholars"- in our community and they will
certainly enjoy the new set of
books. Thanks Wendy!
We appreciate John Holman and
his crew with LMD digging and
planting new landscaping in our
front center circle this week. Our
new pink and yellow roses look
beautiful! Ifs amazing what a difference a little .bit of landscaping
does.
Karly Lowe has planted all of-ow
flowers under the canopy and all
around the building. They look
lovely and we appreciate all of her
hard work. Now it'soir rob to keep
them alive! Good job Karly!
We made a Dairy Queen run
Monday after our shopping. We
loaded up the San and "invadedthe p0Or girls working.aLthe Dairy
Queen. We appreciate them taking
good care of us and seeing that we
got really BIG ice cream cones and
shakes.
Hickory Woods is getting prepared for our very 1st wedding!
Empliiyee. Mitzi Parrish and Alan
Sebben will be tying the knot at an
outside wedding at Hickory Woods.
Of course, all of the residents are
invited along with the couple's family and friends. This is our first
wedding so we arc all looking forward to the big event.
The staff and residents threw
Mitzi a big bridal shower on Friday.
She received cards, gifts. hugs and
lots of "advice" on how to have a
long successful and happy marriage.
We all wish Mitzi the very best in
her new marriage.
.
‘Ac

were so

The Calloway"County Chapter
of the American Red Cross will
conduct a mock shelter exercise
at First Baptist Church, 203 S
4th St., Murray. from 10 a.m. to
12 p.m. Friday. June 14.
Members of the community are
encouraged to s isit the shelter at
their cons enience and learn
more about Red Cross shelters,
emergency preparedness. and

To place an
ad call
753-1916 (0/
1.11X.1-11(

TINIES

1 lie \ I zheimer's Support(;ow w ill meet 1 tie,day itifie II, at 5
p.m. at Shared titre. located in the George Weaks Community
(*enter. For information call (*mink- Stalls. LPN.at 1270) 753-057(i.

Veterans assistance available
Veterans and their lamilies vs ill be provided tree counseling and
assistance in .filing claims for state and. federal benefits.
APP1)11d1dents are as atlable I Ilesda • June I I • at the N lay held VA
Clinic. located at 1253 Paris Road."
.o make an amanniment s ism
the clinic or call (27(I)247-2455,

Active Parenting classes to be offered
.2\ series ot Adis e ParellIMF NON8 classes focusing on the parent
ing of teens and tweens sv ill begin June II and continue for six
weeks. Classes will be held Tuesdays. June I I . F. 25 and Ads 2.
16, and 23. Iron] 5:30-8 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension
Office. A meal will be provided__each es ening. A one-tnne fee of
$35 per person or $45 per couple vs ill he due at the first class at 5:15
p.m. No childcare vs ill he ()tiered. •lo register call 753.1452.

Legion officers giving help
13111 ( ow iii mid \talk Kenneds. sers ice otticers id American
Legion Post No 73, will be available each Wednesday, trom 1-4
p.m. to assist setems (il Calloway County vs itli tlie completion (if
forms and the filing of claims w it Ii the Veterans .Administration at
the Legion Post, 310 Bee (•reek Dr. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a lirSi clime,first-served basis. For more
information call Kennedy at 75' ;333.

the American Red Cross in general.
Disaster Action Team volunteers from Calloway County
and surrounding counties are
dialy sis support group ins:eting vs Ill lie held ,it 4 pin, the secusing. this tnercise to test
ond
'I tiesday of each month at Ilk' ‘lurray -Callow ay County
American Red Cross shelter
Hospital
Center for Ilealth and Wellness. The meeting is open to
operati(imis.
patients, family members or community members who are affected
"It's not a matter of if the nest
by, know someone affected by, or are interested in learning more
disaster vs ill strike, but when,"
about kidney disease and dialysis For more infisrmation call Trisha
said Matt Hamblen, Executive
Mitchell at 1270) 759-3080.
Director of the Calloway
County
('ha
of
the
American
Cross. -We're 1 he Widowed Persons ers ice, for w idows and widowers with a
asking local residents in
common loss to conic together lor support and informal ion, will
Calloway County to help us test
meet Tuesday. June 11. at 12:30 p.m, in the small education rooin
our shelters and be better pre-.of Murray -Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,607 Poplar St.
pared in times of disaster"
For more information call 753-0929.

I)ialvsis support group to meet
A

MURRAY
CALLOWAY COUN
FAIR SCHEDULE
Mon..June 10 -- Fair Queen Beauty. Pageant.
A.F. -Skeet- Myer Horse Show
7 p.m.
Special Appearance hy the KY State Fair Bears
Tues., June 11 -Al'."Skeet- Myer Horse Show & Carnival
7 p.m.
Wed.,June 12 — Oamily Night
New: ATV Barrell Races - 7 p.m.
Thurs.,June 13 — Mini Outlaw Lawn & Garden
Tractor Pull'7 p.m.
k.
,Fri., June 14 — Demolition Derby - 7:30 p.m.‘

r4

Sat., June 15 — Supercross Motorcycle Race 6 p.m.

Visit mccfaincom for event details
GATES OPEN AT 6pm NIGHTLY,
ADMISSION - $10 PER PERSON
FOR PARKING,RIDES & EVENTS
Myers International on Midway
Myersmidway.com

WRITING
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Saturday, June 15
10:00-11:30 a.m.
in the Library Meeting Room
the workshop will be taught by Laura Anne Ewald and will feature
Unix-matron on how to use Amazon's CreateSpare and Kindle;
other publishing options; kx-al writer's groups and other
information regarding writing and publishing.
Laura Anne Ewald is a former librarian turned freelance writer.,
editor and indexer, laura holds degrees in classical studies, drama,
phrlt
r,q/(
r ,mmunication
(Pr !.)1)!,/.

CCPL"s Sandy Linn stated, "people often request
intOrmation on how to not only begin writing but also
how to publish their work. Laura, a talented writer in
her own right, can help them get started."
[sent is free ot(barge but Pre-Registration is required.

For more information or to register contact

Sandy Linn at 753-2288 or
sandy.linma callowaycountylibrary.org
CALLO WAY COUNTY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
710 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071
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Widowed Persons Service offered

The Calloway County Public Library
is proud to present a...

...Where priceless .
memories are made.
84 Ufterhack Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone: 12701 7544700 • 1-888-231-5014

42071
•
For more infOrmation call
Weatherly at 759-1795 or Kay
W. Ray at 753-5851.

Alzheimer's support group to meet

Darre.

270-753-2288
v.,ww callowaycountyllbrary org
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MCC announces
Lamb Memorial
Tournament winners

dger.com

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Country Club Lady Golfers held the Lamb Memorial
Tournament Wednesday. May 29: competition was for golfers with
handicaps in the second flight. Pam Adams won the event and
received the traveling trophy from Bobby Lee. the 2012 first flight
winner. Marilyn Adkins was hostess for the day.
Other %inners for the day's competition included, in the championship night. Ve Severns. first, and Jennifer Crouse, second. with
low putts going to.Kristi Hopkins. The first flight winner was Vicki
Baker. with Bobby Lee as runner-up. Cheryl Pittman won low putts
The second flight runner-up St as Patsy (helm.and Judy Muehleman
won low putts. Among those playing nine holes, Bilty Stewart was
the winner and Norma Frank was the rutmet-up, low putts went to
Barbara Gray. Rainey- Apperst m Stun the -chip
pot.
On Wednesday. June 5. the Ladies Golf .Association hosted the
annual [fart Memorial Ttniniament with 60 golfers participating in
the event.
On Wednesday. June 12. the tee-oil time (or 9 butlers is 9:10 a.m.
and for IX holers is 9 a.m. The line-up at 9 am is as follow s: .// s
Judy Muehleman. Da% a NI il ler and('fiery I Pittman: #3 - Bobby I.ee.
Pam Adams, Patsy Green and(;N en Mathis.
- Tee-off holes for 9:30 a.m. :ire as folloms: 4114 - Norma Frank,
Marilyn Adkins. Barbara Gray and Patsy Chaney ; #8 - Linda
Porcher,'Fonda Thomas. Pat Miller and Cuidy I.ew is: #4.- Rank
Apperson. Donna Keller. Sheila henry and Betty Stewart.
All members are encouraged to play. Pairing w ill be made at the
tee for those not in the line-up. Donna Keller will Ile the hostess
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Darrel and Lorna Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Morgan. of Benton. celebrated their 50th
wedding alum ersary s ith a !Mud) dinner at Patti's Restaurant in
Grand R iv ers.
NIr. Morgan and the former lAwna Ross were married June 9.
1961. by Bro. Ed ((lover at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland.
Presbyterian Chursilt in Calloway County. 'their- attendants were
tom BLIII.:110( Bohannon and Johnny Bohannon.
- Mrs. Morgan is a retired elementary school teacher from the
NI irsha II Oninty School System She is the (laughter of the late
lin-mon and Sarah Ross.
Mr. Nlorgan is it retired principal frimi the Marshall County
School System and the retired owner of Morgan Motors. Ile is the
son of the late Bathel and AN akni Morgan.
are the parents of t tt o daughters, Hope Vaughn and husband Tim of Benton and Dolly Calhoun and husband John of
Brentwood. Tenn. 'Hwy have tour grandchildren. Morgan and.
Madison Vaughn and Ev ie and Evan Calhoun.
They

Mid-Continent announces
President's, Dean's Lists
Special to the Ledger
4.0 grade point average on a-4..0
\IAN 1111.1). Ky. - The fol- scale term. To achieve the
low ing
M id-Conti nem Dean's l.ist. students must
I 'iliversity ,studenis earned 'maintain a grade !unlit average
President's 1.ist and Dean's I .ist between 1.5 and 399 on a 4.0
honors in the .,NDV.AN1 AGE scale
Programs:
ADVAN !AGE is an accelerl'Arning President's List In at - ated degree completion proors v(cre Edna Benton. Nhirray, gram Adults ages 24 and above
Sarah Burton. Hardin. Angie St ith approximately two years of
flanks. Murray: Kimberly cuillege can earn the last half of
Ni ties. \him(); Amanda Smith. their bachelor's degrees by
I laiel, Amy 'Judd. \him') and attending class (me night per
I kanna Walter.1)exter.
week for IX inonths of InstrucI..arning Dean's List hi wit(us 111)1) I p(m completit HI. students
were Kortney Islas. Murray: earn a Bachelor of Science in
Chasity Jones. Nlurray, Charles business management and or
Miles. Murray and Nlahauta Christian ministry.
Reed, Nliirras.
To learn more about ADVANlo achiev e the. President's TAGE. call
1-8X8-11CVList, students must maintain a (iR ND

Registration now open
Special to the Ledger
Big Bass Splash. the world's
largest amateur big bass fishing
tournament. will be held Aug.
17-1X at Paris Land ing
Buchanan. Tenn. Amateurs w ill
fish from the banks,,docks and
boats. Weigh-ins are held
hourly. %Iv ith the biggest bass
each hour earning a share of the
Kite money. Prites still be
awarded for exact weighs, early
bird entries. randinn elimination
dravving and optional bonus
games. lor more infOrmatimi Of

Monday. June 10,2013•7

to register for the event. viSll
VI SS .seals outdoors-A:0m.

Ladies of the Oaks
Due to repair to the gre(lic on June S. the Oaks 1.adies decided
play bridge in lieu of golf . Melva Hatchet. hostess, announced the
St inners as Bronda Parker. first plat. C. and Caroly ii((went ield. sec
ond place.
Golf w ,resume _on June. 12. berinumr at 9 a.m. w ith Eindd
LaRochelle as hostess-. It is In it necessary to sign up' Panrugs still Ile
made at the tee

Alcoholics Anonymous
lists schedule, times
Special to the Ledger
Murray.
Alcohol IL'.
nonymous holds meetings at
615 S. 12th St.. in the Southside
Shopping
Center • behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunda. X p.m.. closed, no
smoking, 12x12 study, Monday,
noon. open. no smoking. X p iii
open. smoking': Tuesday. S pin.
clt sed. no smoking. Wednesday.
11 a.m. closed, no smoking.,
good old timers meeting.6 p.m..
closed. ladies meeting. snu (Is ing
8
p.m., open. smoking.
Thur-sda). 1 2 nu is (pen. no,
smoking,8 p.m. open. smoking,
big book meeting, l•riday, 12
noon, open. smoking. X p.m
(;pen
smok ing, new comers
meeting, Saturday. 10 a.m..
open. no-smoking. breakfast of
champions meeting. .4(.. p.in.
open'. no-smoking. speaker
meeting .
Closed meetings are for peOpfe
who think they have a problem
ith al6)hol and want to give it
up. Open meetings are for any -

one who wants to attend an N N
Ii eeting
For information call Mitch at
751 9320. Chuck at I 270) 436,
255', Joe at 75 41(d, Debbie
at 226 5012 or Dime ai 12701
97X-7145

Photo provided

Pictured are, from left. 2012 Lamb Memorial Tournament winner Bobby Lee and Pam Adams. 2013 tournament winner

In
order
to be your
best, you
need to feel
your best
at
Er CALLOWAY COUNTY
11F

CHIROPRACTIC

/6"Pe C

etfc

Schedule your appointment today with Dr. Scott Foster
to discover how Chiropractic Care can help you!
1710D HIGHWAY 121 NORTH / 753-6100
www.CALLOWAYCOUNTYCHIROPRACTIC.com

STOREWIDE BOX SALE
Jewelry
SamPles
Over Stock

STARTING AT

Fabric & Mink
Remnants
Lots of
Clothes

MUST GO!

SHANE LEE OUTLET
308 Main St.• Murra) • 753-3753• Open Monday through Friday

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES
If you experience difficulty hearing....
look to the professionals at Stone-Lang.
The area's premier
hearing aid provider!

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY"
You can see this fella most everywhere around Murray. He is an avid
sports fan. So, look for him at Murray High football games on the sidelines
caring for anyone in need. He is in the "Hall of Fame" at Murray High, much
deserved. You can also see hinTon the sidelines at Murray State University
football and basketball games. He not only extends his care and concern
for the players, but he is standing up cheering with all his heart. Anyone
that knows him knows he is a great dad to four lucky children, plus a fine
son, brother and husband. You can see him in the halls at Murray Calloway
County Hospital most every day. He is caring for his patients, not only with
his skill, but is loving kindness. This kindness and concern he also extends
to his patients families. I am one of the people that has benefited from his
care and concern of my loving husband for 10 years, and for me as well.
I am proud to call him,"my friend". "my Dr." and -my boss" in that order.
Please join me in wishing him a very Happy Birthday. I tactfully will omit
his age!
By now all of you surely know his name is:

"Dr. Richard E. Blalock"
I wish him God's blessings not only today, but every day!
Sincerely.
Dottie Benoit

LICENSED AND
BOARD CERTIFIED
• FREE HEARING
SCREENING TESTS
• SAVE UP TO 40%
ON HEARING AIDS

CALL TODAY 1-270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th • Murray, KY • 800-949-5728
www.stonelang.com

Murray
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to Lnecii
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger 8 Times will be
'esponstble for only one incorrect
nsertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sake
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentais
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

CLASSIFIED AD RATES ......NIL
- _.......
4
,
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sae
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles 8 ATV s
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utitity Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boa4s 8 Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
570 Tobacco 8 Supplies
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or edit
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Mon. 12 p.m.
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Classifieds go into `smart `saver)

Maintains the right to re)ecr

Smart Sayer
Wednesday

$8.25 First Day- 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.

_ i 15 e‘stra for ',mart ',aver (Mon

Fn 10 a.m.

Ihonday

$8.50 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
40", Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ads Must Run Milli,: o Day Period )
$3.35 per-column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

.

any submitted matter
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rnday

Wed.12 p.m.
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Thur. 12p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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BUDGET SUMMARY
AN ORDINANCE Relating to the Annual Budget and Appropriations

14111.01111r4
ai
tt
414

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE FISCAL COURT OF CALLO WAY COUNTY KY
WHEREAS the proposed budget was tentatively approved by the fiscal court on the
21st day of May, 2013 and approved as to form and classification by the State Local
Finance Officer on the 30th day of May 2013
SECTION ONE The following budget is adopted for the Fiscal Year 2013-14 and the
amounts stated are appropriated for the purposes indicated
General Fund

•
General Government
Protection to Persons and Property
General Health 8 Sanitation
Social Services
Recreation 8 Culture
Lease(s)
Capitol Protects
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits Employers(
Share)

$2 III 204 ou
S65.400 00
$242 500 00
5188.250 00
$134.746 00
$75.000 00
S2.226.000 00
5265.900 00
$100.000 00
S280 000 00
GENERAL Total

(21

$$.081,091AK

Road Fund

Roads
Lease(s)
Capitol Protects
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits (Employer's Share)

51.937.470 00
$213.000 00
$338.000 00
$41.100 00
$70.000 00
$341.430 00
ROAD Total

52.941.000.44

OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st & June 22no
1 .00P.M. - 5 00P M
Sealed bid
5 967 acres & 2,308sq.ft home
3/4BR. 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG. screened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
Westside Baptist Church
or online @ www.wbcmurray.org
(click resources then ADMIN)
270-753-8240

Protection to Persons 8 Property
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits (Employer's Share)

141

$1 403 000 00
580.825 00
$11 175 00
$405 000 00
JAIL Total CLIQQADM

LGEA Fund

Roads

$600000
LGEA Total $1,2QQA
JAIL GRANT

161

All descendants of
Albert McClellan Dodd
Saturday June 15th 2013

@ Locust Grove Baptist Church
from 11:00AM - 3:00PM.
Bring a chair & your favorite dessert drinks & sandwiches will be provided

Jail Grant Total

,

Holding Company Bonds
Contingent Appropriations

5100 00
$3 584 700 00
Jail Construction Total

$1,514,1040

SECTION TWO This ordinance shall be published in MURRAY LEDGER Newspaper
by title and summary within thirty (30) days following adoption

This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while You gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field
Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
WWW.SMilepaducah.com

KWIK Kleen
800 Coldwater Rd
270-226-1092
M-F, 8AM-4PM
-Car detailing
-Basic car washing
-Residential pressure
washing
-On-duty mechanic
Daily Specials,

SECTION THREE This ordinance becomes effective upon passage and publication
All interested persons and organizations in Calloway County are hereby notified that
a copy of the county s proposed budget in full is available for public inspection in the
Office of Co Judge'Exec Larry Elkins during normal business hours

Subscribe to
he Murray Ledger 6, Times
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Smurf
Storage

Papa

753-9224

Irrevocable 111edicaid

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Eyecare Specialties
308 South 12th
Murray
759-2500

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

•Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye disease
Dr. Kevin Adams

Purvear

Sanarl,

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

3 mo
6 mo.
I yr.
Check

Money Order

Visa

MK'

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing pqvate label
manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for

St. Address

ENTRY LEVEL PRODUCTION LINE POSITIONS
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
LINE OPERATOR TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
PLANT SERVICES/SANITATION (3RD SHIFT)

I
Applications may be submitted online by going to

City
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

t!!1,01,11

,
Per.'ted
'
in.!' I SS'

I

P!,

Home Health Plus is seeking immediate hire
of PRN Licensed Practical Nurse/Registered
Nurse to serve Calloway County.
Home Health experience preferred
but

not required
EOE

Fax resume to 270-753-4181
or email mfowler@hhpky.com

Infinity Group
Assembly Workers in the Murray area

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
170 485 617)
THE Murray Ledger.&
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met

42071

HAVE SOME OF THE
BEST HOMEOWNERS
RATES IN THE INDUSTRY.
WE

Call us for a quote

hciitct
INSURANCE
LIND1 SUITE.R

608 MAIN

STREET MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-5842 --

WWW.WKYINS.COM

Full-time Physician, Nurse Practitioner
or Physicians Assistant
needed for growing family practice.
Qualified appficants tray apply at:
1511 Donelson Pkwy.. Dover, TN.
or send resume to
P.O. Box 219 Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
Currently has an opening for a
10pm-630am shift

www.krow.com
Select careers/jobs at the bottom of the web page
Select Manufaciunng
Select Kenlake Foods
Or apply through CareerBuilder com to upload
your resume Search The Kroger Company
Murray KY Jobs
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN
Supporting a Drug Free Workplace

DELI Asst. Mngr.
Prefer experience with
ordering,
inventory,
trucks Full-time position with benefits Apply
at Food Giant in
Murray, KY
DENTAL
Assistant
wanted for M-W-F
8am-5pm Seeking reliable & motivated team
player Primary functions would include
operatory set-up &
breakdown sterilization
& monitoring & cleaning Send resume to
1040V
P0
Box
Murray. KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accek.ing the
-help v.anted- section
on our cla,,ilieds
v.e
.hpage at
inurray ledger out.
fill V. It he redirected
ho johnetv.ork coin
Et detault.
Murray and local toll
listings will appear iin
this vo:tedle
Hov,ener, as a minimal
v.eb-dte. not .tll IisIuitgs
on the johnetv.itik coni
are placed through
the Murray ledger
Tirnek Pleas,: call
us it )ou have any
question, regarding
the Murrsa area
lob listings Thank nun

Send resume to idavid@ inf-grp com
or call 270-767-2518

Registered Nurse

BOOT Leg Lounge
1300 N 16th St
Will take applications
for Cooks Servers, &
Bar Tenders 6,10-6/14
2pm-5pm at the
Lounge location See
Rob or Corey for application

1 bedroor
Various
Colenian
753-9898
OR 21
downtowr
Lease E

1-E1R apt
MSU El(
nished
752-1178
1BR Apt,
paid, no p
S270/mo

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
1270/ 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray,

Articles
For Sale

Immediate openings for full time

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS (3RD SHIFT)

Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance. 401k Plan company paid retirement.
vacation and paid holidays

Name

Approved
I A1
/
4 ally •qt,
/ed aq.7

150

Help Wanted

IllaR &Inas
AU Other Mall
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

NICE 2E
753-9866
320
Apart!)

2 bedroor
and dupl(
locations
Real Esta
2BR. 1BA
WID inclu
at $500
753-7559

Calhou
Esse
Apa
I BR
HR

270
15115
MU IF
cr.Equa
GARLAN
presently
room spa
able C
appointm
270-753-

If interestesEptease apply in person

Rest of KY/TN

2 lots. Re
270-978-

required

Call Natasha Hutson or Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916 and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week • 2x1 $6.00 a week
•13 week contract •Runs on Monday

•New Climate Control
Available
.24,7 Surveillance
•Pest Control

060

him a subscription to the

Home Delivery
Local Mail
$30.00
3 mo.
$30.00
$55.00 3 mo
6 mo.
$35.00
$105.00 6 mo
I yr.
1 yr.
$105.00

i

:11x:

murrayeyecare.corn

1st Month free!

Lynn Grove
Self Storage

IXI
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $75.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(ItTO) 753-1916.

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

- PREPLANNING Avoid inIlatiiinarv cost

Registration is now open+ „
First class is Sept 7th

11.422.000.00

JAIL CONSTRUCTION

(201

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Practical Dental Assistant Training

5, 422 000 00
50 00

Capitol Protects
Contingent Appropriations

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Dodd Family Reunion

Jail Fund

(31

3BR. 2BA
on corner
Wood \Its

Notice

PUBLA. NO IVE
,The second reading and adoption ol the Calloway County proposed budget ord,
nance for fiscal year 2013-14 is scheduled to be held at the Judicial Building on June
18 2013 at 5 00 PM

Ill

VISA

(270

Together we will dedicate our efforts and
performance to be the highest quality
Equal opportunity employer
Drug free facility/AAE
RUN fireworks tent
Teachers, students
unemployed, churches
encouraged to apply
Eddyville.
Mayfield.
Morganfield.
Providence
270-726-7754
PART-TIME
help
weekends, holidays,
some weekly Minimum
background
wage.
check Respond to PO
Box 1040-X Murray, KY

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM
No phone calls

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Attattlioni71
Ask about our
Discilav ad specials
for all your advertising needs.

753-1916

39 inch Vizio Fl a
Screen TV Like new
$275 270-703-4224
140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs, pump
military Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy iunk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Safe
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Desperately needs to
buy your coins
Paying high prices
Offering great bargains
at Trends-N-Treasures
Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr Fuhrmann
$3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

STRAW

NORITAKE
China
Pattern
Edgewood
Fostoria -American
Clear Pattern
1847 Rogers Brothers
silverplate
flatware
Silver Lace Pattern
Esprit Crystal
for
270-293-4455
details/prices
Slabs
for
sale
510/bundle
(mostly
Cali
hardwood)
between
5 30-6 30
Weds evening
270-552-0158
SLABS for sale. Mostly
hardwood $10 a bundle Call between 5306:00
Wednesday
evenings
270-522-0158
Treadmill $50. Cargo
carrier $15 Large sand
box $10, free queen
mattress, large tool box
Free
potted
$10
plants_ 489-2311

1E1Appliances
Like new. clean Amana
washer
& - dryer.
$425/ea. One lady
owner Moving- must
sell 270-559-9080
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

TYE hardland seed
drill Large and small
seed boxes 3 point
hook up good condition $2,000 00
270-227-4018
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
** Owner Finance ••
48R. 2BA $4.950
down $695/mo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
1998 16x60 mobile
home 2BR, 1BA. all
appliances included
Must be moved $9,200
o.b o Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074

NOW
1 2 & 3b
We acc
8 ye
Apply at k
902 No

Mc

Wed nes
Phone
Equal
Opp
TD[

4BR 2 56
rent in a n
hood Av
270-978-6
270-293-9
aBR hous
deposit re
270-753-4
SMALL
house 64
pets 227293-6156

A&F VV‘
Near M

75:

STOR
PR(
119
(270)
Cell (27
9 am.-

KE
WARE
1850 S
Murray
270PR
MINIE
*Inside c
sl
•Secur
•Safo
•We
•We re
75,

Cormerio

2 Aut
Clean Lid
New)
Nem
1 dot
1 sir
270-4

v O9Cla to3n1
20niy
BR ,62x8A
B0
siding.
NICE 270-489-2525

Murray ledger & 'limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & Times

Monday, June 10, 2013 •9

Lot for Sale .44 acre
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby 270-227-9027

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94
(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924

'LINES
H.10 a.m.

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & lnsumd
All jobs - big or
"Iall

Fri. 9 a.m.
Von. 9 a.m.

-

3BR 2BA mobile home
on corner Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr

rue 1p.m

Wet 12 p.m.
2 lots. Red Hawk Dr
270-978-1842

"Nur. 12 p.m.

VISA

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent

:TORY

1 bedroom apartments.
locations.
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray_
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

OFFICE SPACE700k
downtown
Murray.
$550/mo
includes
water/gas/electricity/1ra
sh pick-up 104 N 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103

Pets 6 Supplies

Public Sale

AUSTIN Auction
Service All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
S270/mo. 767-9037

illes Willoughby
Vertalls!

Home

I

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858
Shih-tzu
puppies
Male/female
CKC
shotshetormed. $250$300 270-804-8103

1BR apt 3 blocks from
MSU ElecVwater furnished. $395/mo
752-1178

2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR. 18A Townhouse.
W/D included. Starling
at $500 Please call
753-7559

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
Junk & tree work

E OF THE
WNERS

4DUSTRY.

ALL Carpentry- and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

‘ti \11t111%.

LAWN CARE
Free estimate,
.
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

Apartments
I BR from S.145
28K from S375

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks 6 Porches
Fully insured

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905..

Articles
For Sale

China
)RITAKE
Pattern.
gewood
storia-American
?ar Pattern.
47 Rogers Brothers
terplate
flatware.
ver Lace Pattern.
prit Crystal.
0-293-4455
for
iails/prices

tbs
for
sale
0/bundle
(mostly
Call
rdwood).
lween
5:30-6:30
ids. evening.
3-552-0158

ABS for sale. Mostly
•dwood. $10 a bunCall between 5:30Wednesday
10
mings.
)-522-0158

iadmit $50. Cargo
ner $15. Large sand
r $10, free queen
dress. large tool box
).
Free
potted
nts. 489-2311
Appliances

e new. clean Amana
& 'dryer.
sher
?5/ea. One lady
nor. Moving- must
I. 270-559-9080

LARGE
ELECTION
ED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
340
Houses For Rent
4BR 2 5BA house to
rent in a nice neighbor
hood Available soon
270-978-6000
270-293-9493
4BR house Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

05 [South 12th St
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

(270) 753-1713

190
Farm Equipment

hardland seed
Large and small
id boxes 3 point
rk up good condi' $200000
1-227-4018

*kite Horses For Sale

,L1i1
0,111 Id Oil

\

270-873-9916

III

ay

513

Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

.1 ,t

hi, I

Equal oppodun4v

ass
ay!

1

Owner Finance"
1, 2BA $4.950
in $695imo
ray near lake
i-397-3171

16x60 mobile
ie. 2BR, 1BA, all
iliances included
g be moved. $9,200
o. Call 270-2263 or 270-978-6074

9 Clayton 16x80,
y siding, 3BR, 2BA
E. 270-489-2525

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

I
.111
0,1'

•i

k • 1 t,

t

Shops

460
Homes For Sale
1.800 sq.ft. brick. 3BR
1 513A. 1_5 acre lot.
New hardwood floors
1 mile north* of North
Elementary. 5132.500
227-1219

(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming

•Removal
*Stump Grinding

3 level brick home 2
car attached carport.
barn with pasture
mature trees 1 mile
from Murray $136,500
227-9885, 978-0270
4BA, 3BA. 2.500 sq It
2. acres, 2 car garage
New h&a, roof, windows. appliances, cabinets. Every sq.ft. has
&
touched
been
redone. Higgins Dr
121N $159,000
270-489-2250

New
Bedroom hZifies in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property,
Professionals

293-7872
ON golf course. 3,100
sg.ft custom home built
R 2BA,
in 20136.
forma dining
offi
room, sunroom, xtra
storage tpace, and
oversized 3 car garage
with work area. 270
759-9848

•Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shingles Karig bkiled
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimateg:...436-2562,
•
227-0267
YOUR movyinij needs.
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs experience

470
Motorcycles& ATV's

1

2007 Kawasaki zx6r.
120k miles. Many add
ons. $5,900 0.8.0.
270-227-5450

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

Newly painted

hollandmotorsales coin
270-753-4461

New heater

270-485-6122

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140

2BR. 2+ acres. 5mi S
of Murray
270-293-5824

Clean up body work

1 double bay/
1 single bay

DRYWALL & painting
no job too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at
270-293-0476
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured

Commerical Prop For Rent

2 Auto

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septa Mewls
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

TONY TRAVIS

X: I mit, I .t.

•

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Pas ing. Sealcoating
& Hauling

MCI\\

270-753-11556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
1400-545-11133
Est. 2/13

270-753-2905

•'s'skl i. Te, J.11
• lot all!, oy.lickLoixtralcil

NC E
ER

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

CLEAN CUT

2000 black BMW 328ci
2dr coupe, garage
75k original
kept,
miles $1000000
270-556-3576

(270)759-0501
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
( mann

I

ri.1

•Atii lie,,"
Mohr,y
*A.( As
*institute( t•
I.i'ns'd

(270) 226- 5444
Greg M nsfield

of#S0
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Geist Hometown Sin**
slate

nivneyw1oi
,
keep 4 local

42701 293-8480

I

61"1.
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• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

APPLIANCE REPAIR

SERVICE & PARTS

Ky Lake
Remodeling

LAY, KY 42071
842

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Calloway Cardens
Essex Downs

for a quote.

4
9
72
6 1

753-3853
GARLAND
RENTAL

i-li

7

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
1112 Whilemil Ave.

"If you've lot it, we eau store it
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

270-293-4256

Real Estate
Mtrt .1, I

Concepts SudoKu

,tria

[ 430

lurray, k 42071

MINI
SiF
RAGE
-W
ul -ill,
I
II Size Units

SUDOKU

753-9562

=mance'Prop. For Rent

Non. 12 p.m.
-

ON BEA

Sudoku is a nurnber-plaang puzzle beset/ on a 959 grid vallh
several grVef, °UMW'S The Maxi a to place Si. numbers Ito
9 en the ernpty squares so that each row each cokimn and each
353 box Lonbuns the same number only once The dittculty aver
at the Concepts Sudoku nCreases horn Monday tu Sunday

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
•Small Landscapes etc.

(270)291-8686
Tractor & Dozer Work.

*Leal Removal
•Mowing •Residential
•Edging -Commercial
-Mulching •Insured
*Pruning .ticensed

Dirt work. Hauling.
Bush hogging. Top soil,
Garden tilling,
Driveways. White rock.
Mulching. etc.

(270)978-4591

270-227-0906

Horoscope

It I\
McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

270-293-1924

ludiestrtaUCsamerclaUladdeallal
Janus C.tallhaare
+NW W.CFCLI.C.NET

Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it our house!

All line
ads go

on our
website
for free!

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. June 11, 2013:
This year you open up to many financial changes. and your instimits
remain right-on. You w ill know what to do. You often find yourself
caught in a tug-of-war with others. Though„s6me people will tolerate this: many others will not. If you are Single. avoid a major control issue Ma budding relationship. If you are attached, the only way
to tvoid a power play is not to get involved. CANCER can he quite
sell-indulgent.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
•
** * You have the ability to see when a situation is heading south,
but can you prevent it from happening? Your best bet is to step back
and let those involved deal with the ramifications. A serious conversation with others simply will not work. Tonight: Nap and then decide.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You are likely to respond instinctively to someone's flak. Be
careful, as the nature of your response could define the outcome. At
this moment, you might,be more idealistic in your hope of having a
one-on-one discussion. Do not 'close doors, even if you want to.
Tonight: Head home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
•
**** Onward and upwarctis your attitude right now, despite what
is going on around you. How you handle a personal matter could
change. Lighten up about the different possibilities. Do not piish others away just continue to head down your chosen path. Tonight:
The later, the better.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might feel as if someone has tossed a boomerang in
your path. You know how to jump right over it. Do not make someone's interference out to be a bigger deal than it really is. Stay on the
same path. You need to follow your own inner voice. Tonight: Out
and about.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might decide to rearrange your work schedule and make
a change in your daily life. Wait a few days before making a big
announcement, and take some pressure off yourself. Schedule a
weekend away in order to ease the tension. Tonight: Perk up with a
fun activity.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Aim for what you want. Your creativity soars, and it allows
you to see many different avenues to the same end. A meetipg could
prove to be more interesting than you anticipated, and you might discover that others are of a like mind. Be positive. Tonight: Talk up a
storm.
•
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might want to understand what is happening within a
friendship. Be aware of your options and the direction in which you
are heading. Honor a family member's request, as you might not
have a choice anyway. Listen to feedback. Tonight: Accept a surprise

(270)759-0890

Ky. looks at creating panel
to review horse deaths
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)- For
a sport steeped in the thrill of
I .000-pound
thoroughbreds
stampeding down the racetrack.
there are inherent risks.
Those hazards occasionally
turn_ into_ tragedy-so -Kentucky-horse-racing regulators are looking at creating an equine mortality review committee in the latest attempt to reduce horse
deaths. The panel would dig into
details about each horse leading
up to its life-ending injury.
Those closest to the ill-fated
.hor;e would he interviewed.
By examining the regimen for
each horse, the industry might
turn up ways to make training
and racing safer. And perhaps'
avoid stomach-turning breakdowns that bedevil the sport.
like the tragic death of the filly
Eight Belles after the 2008
Kentucky Derby.
"I think it's good to collect the
information thoughtfully ... and
see if there was anything that
can he done better next time to
present

or

mitigate

those

injuries." said Mary Scollay.
equine medical director for the
Kentucky
Hocse • Racing
Commission. "It's not meant to
he an Inquisition."
The issue was discussed this
week during a meeting of the
racing commission's Safety and
Welfare Committee.
Racing-related horse deaths in
the Bluegrass State are entered
into a national database. but
Scollay thinks more can be done
to delve into each fatality.
"Our veterinarians review the
race video. but there is no sort of
collective assessment of the
incident," she said. "In terms of
on a case-by-case basis who
knew What and when *about a
given horse, those questions
haven't been asked. And that's
probably what the panel -would
invitation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
be.good for."
**** You could make many demands and end up in a strange sitRacing commission member
uation. Stay on top of a personal matter Return phone calls. A new
Elizabeth Lavin predicted the
responsibility could fall on your shoulders out of the bl,ue.'
proposal will come up again. If
Remember, you do know how to say "no." Tonight: Take an overview
the safety committee approves
of the situation.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
it,.the proposal would go to the
*** Know what you expect from a financial partnership. You might full racing commission. Lavin.
wonder where the other party is coming from Just observe, and you
who heads the committee, said
will have your answers. You might need to add in somq creative
the review panel would conthinking to make it all work_ Tonight- Relax more the later it gets.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
tribute to improving horse safe*** You express an unusual intensity toward others, specifically
ty.
one person. Do yourself a favor and take a good look at your behav"The more information you
ior. You can change. and he or she might be more responsive as a
have about injuries or fatalities,
result. Try not to get so hung up on living out your fantasies Tonight.
you have an opportunity to
Let it happen.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
improve the product." she said.
**or Be direct in how you handle an issue that could affect your
Similar reviews have taken
daily life. Check in with a dentist and doctor soon. When you're
hold
in other racing states.
under stress, you need to remember to take care of your health.
The New York Racing
Follow your intuition on a money matter. Tonight: Choose to do
something you enjoy.
Association recently created an
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
Equine Safety Review Board to
**** You might want to try having another conversation with a
delve into horse deaths during
loved one. The problem could come from this person's interactions
with others. You probably need to maintain some distance, especial- racing .and training at the three
tracks it operates ,Ai Aqueduct.
ly if you are not directly involved. Tonight: Let your inner child out.
Belmont Park and Saratoga. The
BORN TODAY
review board was among safety
Football quarterback Joe Montana (1956), actor Gene Wilder(1933),
steps taken following a New
actor Peter Bergman (1953)
York task force investigation
•••
into an upswing in thoroughbred
Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com. deaths at Aqueduct a couple of
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
winters ago.

Penn National Race Course
started a review program in 2010
that includes horse necropsies
along with interviews of the
trainers and others. The fatality
rate dropped in the first two
years after the reviews started at
the track near Harrisburg. Pa..
said track veterinarian Jerry
Pack.
"It certainly has made traiaers
aware that we are conceited
about catastrophic injuries." he
said. "We approach this from an
educational standpoint."
In Kentucky. Scollay said she
anticipated the review panel
would include racing commission members, plus representatives from tracks andhorsemen's
groups. At least one racing commission member wondered
whether the scrutiny might
unnerve some veterinarians or
others. Scollay said it woutd
depend on "how you ask the
questions."
"If you approach them in a
kind IA. accusatory manner, 1
wouldnt expect to get much
information." she...said.
But the conversations • would
he productive, she said, "If you
• approach them saying.'We're all
trying to do better here.'what can
you tell us about this horse? Is
there anything you wish youcould have done differently,
knowing what you know now?'"
In Kentucky. there were four
race-related fatalities among
horses between Jan. 1 and the
end of May this year, Scollay
said. That fatality figure is down
63 percent from the same period
a year ago. In the past six years.
race-related horse deaths in the
state ranged from a high of 40 in
2007 to as low as 26 in more
recent years.
• All horses undergo a pre-race
exam on race day .Ai a longstanding policy in, Kentucky. In
the past year, the racing commission has expanded that monitoring. For example. after horses
are entered to race, the commission's veterinarians review prerate exams and exercise history
on each animal to look for signs
that a horse is at increased risk
of.injury.
In March, the Jockey Club
released figures showing a 2012
fatal injury rate among racehorses of 1.92 for every 1,000 starts
at racetracks in the United States
and Canada. The fatality rate
was 2 per 1.000 starts in 2009
and 1.88 in 2010 and 2011. The
study included information front
most tracks in both countries.
Turfway Park in northern
Kentucky has been doing its
own reviews of fatal breakdowns for several years, which
include discussions with the
horse's jockey and trainer as
well as the veterinarian. But
track president Chip Bach said
he would welcome a review
panel.
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Looking Back
len years, ago
The World's Biggest Baby.
Shower was held at the Calloway
County Schools bus garage on
June 9. Nine-month-old Caleb
Perry and his mother Dawn were
pictured with Bob Jost, of the
Purchase Area Development
District.
Alan Brian Chase. of Murray.
was one of 512 students receiving
degrees from the University of
Tennessee at Martin during the
May 10 commencement ceremony.
The Hazel Alumni Association
annual reunion was set for
Saturday; June 14. Pictured from
the 2012 reunion were former
teachers Geraldine Myers. Anne
Brinkley. Ciwenn Key. Nelle
Scroggins and Marlene Beach.
Pictured participating in the
Laker
County
Calloway
Basketball Camp was Dugan
Pearson. Former. Laker standout
Mitchell McClure was pictured
working with a group of campers.
Twenty years ago
The Suburban Homemakers
Club held their May meeting at
the home of Annabelle Russell.
Vonnette Smith was cohostess.
. and Rachel Hendon presented a
lesson on "Etiquette'
Sterling Fry. son of Dr. and
Mrs. Doug Fry of Wilmington.
N.C.. and grandson of Mrs. Roy
H. Swann of Murray. recetved the
Boy Scout Silver Eagle Award.
A Community June Fest was set
for Saturday. June 12. at' Fern
Terrace Lodge. Janie Underwood.
activities director, invited the
community to participate.
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Allen
McCuiston. June 4: a girl born to
Mr. and Mrs. David Lyons. May.
29: and a girl born to Mr. and
Mrs. David Wayne Jones. April
26.
Thirty- years ago
Margaret Trevathan. director of

the Calloway County Public
Library and president of the
Kentucky Library Association.
was to be Kentucky 's representative at the American Library
Association Chapter Conclave in
Los Angeles. Calif.. June 24-30.
Sondra Grimes. Jeannette
Storey and Joyce Houston were
top finishers in the KentuckyBarkley Bass 'N' Gals May fishing tournament held out of
Kenlake Marina.
Forty years ago
A school group from Murray
Filth and Mayfield High was on a
tour of France. Participants
included Nan Shuffet. Jan
Shuffet. Sherry Adaire. Vickie
Bennet. Betsy Anderson. Sam
Smith. Ann Erwin. Trina Nicks
and Kate Apperson.
Thomas Rushing and Michael
Sykes. both of Murray. attended
the annual Kentucky School of
Banking at the University of
Kentucky. June 3-X.
Mel and Del Purcell took the
state doubles crown at the
Kentucky State High School
Tennis Tournament for the second year in a row.
Fifty years ago
The . Women'u Magic Fri
Bowling League held its annual
banquet at the Triangle Inn. New
officers were Anna Huie, Jackie
Gilbert. Peggy Hendon and
Estelle Ezell.
Births reported included a boy.
Andrew Lyle. to Mr. and Mrs
Bobby Dunn on May 21: and a
girl. Valerie Kay. to Mr. and Mrs.
L.J. Hendon on May 29.
Sixty years ago
Calloway County 4-11 Club
members attending the 30th
annual 4-11 Week in liXington
included Ada Sue Ross, Marinell
Myers. Patsy Kingins. Linda
Lawson. June Foy. Jimmy
Thompson. Buddy Anderson.
Robert Young. Lennts Ctile and
Bobby C. Stubblefield.

Worn American flags should
be disposed of with respect
DEAR ABBY: I as wondermg if you could print something
about how to properly dispose of
American flags. I'm a garbage
man in northern Illinois. and I
am sick of finding American Bags
in the trash.
Most of
my co-workers and I pull
them out and
properly dispose of them.
people
Do
REALLY not
realize what
our
flag
means, and
how
man)
and
men
have
women
By Abigail
their
giv en
Van Buren
lives for what
it stands for"-- PAURIOT NAMED
DANIEL
DEAR DANIEL: Your letter
is timely. I'm sure the people you
ha% e described are not being mtentionally disrespectful. I suspect
the flags are throw n out because
of ignorance
Readers: When an American
flag becomes soiled, faded and
tattered, there are better ways to
dispose of it than tossing it in
the garbage. According to the U.S
Flag Code. "When a flag has
serv ed its useful purpose. it should
be destroyed. PREFERABLY BY
BURNING."
'Ihe pamphlet "Flag Etiquette"
published by the American Legion
states: "For indi%idual citizens this
should he done discreetly, so that
the act is not perceived as a
protest or desetfration."
Many American Legion posts
conduct Disposal of UnserviceAble Flag ceremonies on June 14.
flag Day. each year_ l'he Boy
-and Girl Scouts of America also
are able to conduct these ceremonies. When you are ready to
dispose of yours, contact the local
Boy or (iirl Scout Council or
wait until the flirt -Scoui cookie
sales start locally and offer the

Dear Abby

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. June 10. the
161st day of 2013. - here are 204
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 10, 1963, President
John F. Kennedy signed into law
the Equal Pay Act of 1963.aimed
at eliminating wage disparities
based on gender.
On this date:
In 1692. the first official execution resulting from the Salem
witch trials in Massachusetts took
place as Bridget Bishop was
hanged.

In 1861. during the Cis if,Ak'ar.
Confederate troops routed Union
soldiers in the Battle of Big Bethel
in Virginia.
In. 1921.- President Warren
Harding-sigried into.law the Budget and Accounting Act, which created thg\ -Bureau of the Budget
and the General Accounting Office.
In 1922. singer-actress Judy
Garland was born Frances Ethel
Gumm in Grand Rapids. Minn.
In 1935. Alcoholics Anonymous was founded in Akron. Ohio
by Dr. Robert Holbrook Smith
and William Griffith Wilson.

In 19X5. socialite Claus von
Bulow was acquitted by a jury
in Pros idence. R.I.. at his retrial
on charges he'd tried to murder
his heiress vv ile. Martha "Sunny"
von Bulovv.
In 1991. 11 -year-old Jaycee
Dugard of South Lake Tahoe.
Calif. was abducted by Phillip and
Nancy Garrido, Jaycee was held
by the comic for 18 years before
she was found by authorities.
"len years .ago: Israeli helicopters fired missiles at a car carrying Abdel Aziz Ravisi, a senior
Hamas leader. wounding him.
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flag to the troop during a sale at
a small business
”«.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 50ish,
never-married bachelor with a
question about engagement rings.
Do you recommend that the man
go out and purchase an engagement ring and then present it to
the woman when he proposes. or
do you think he should propose
without a ring and then let her
choose the ring she wants? -OLD BACHELOR IN OHIO
DEAR BACHELOR: When a
man is ready to propose. it would
be prudent for him to visit a jeweler and ask that some rings -or stones -- in his price range be
set aside. Then he can pop the
question, and IF the woman says
yes, take her to the jeweler to
select something she would enjoy
wearing. This will prevent an
unpleasant and expensive surprise
should the lady should say no.
OWN*

DEAR ABBY:. Your response
to "One-Way Ticket's"(5/11) ques,
tion atxmt his mother's final trip
home got me thinking. and I found
a loophole they may be. able to
use. If their mother's air miles
can be used by someone else (like
her grown kids), she would go
as cargo. but her miles would pay.
for her escort to take her home.
If there are any Mites left over
after that, they could be donated
to various causes, like the Shriners.
who sometimes need to get a
child flown to another pan of the
country for treatment. Or the military may have a stranded soldier
waiting to go home for the holidays. etc. My oldest flies using
my mom's air miles. and I flew
my youngest with mine, so if the
mother of "One-Way" would like
to put her miles to use, this could
be helpful. -- FORMER FREQUENT FLIER
FREFORMER
DEAR
QUENT FLIER: What great
ideas! I lose the suggestions my
readers come up with, and yours
are good ones.

Treating blood pressure requires
finding right medication
DEAR DOCTOR K: How do
blood pressure drugs work? And
how will my doctor know which
one is right for me?
DEAR READER: There are
many different drugs for blood
pressure and they work in different ways. Finding which one will
work best for you may involve a
process of trial-and -error. But in
the end, you'll be rewarded with
a medication
that offers the
blood
best
pressure control with the
side,
fewest
effects.
If you have
other health
conditions -diabetes and
heart disease
often accompany hyperBy
tension. for
Dr. Anthony
-instance
Komarotf
certain drugs
can lower blvmd pressure while also
helping to treat these conditions.
I'll briefly summarize the different classes of blood pressure
drugs and how they work. I won't
go into the potential side effects
of these drugs here, but you should
discuss them with your. doctor.
(On my website. AskDoctorkem.
I've put tables with examples of
the different types of drugs.i
-- Diuretics, or "water pills."
help the kidneys eliminate sodium and water from the body. This
decreases blood volume. so the
heart has less to pump w ith-each
beat. Of all the blood pressure
drugs used today. diuretics have
been around the longest and their
beneficial effects are solidly
proven.
-- ACE inhibitors decrease
blood volume by preventing the
kidneys from retaining sodium and
-water. They do this by deactivating angiotensin-converting enzyme
(ACE). ACE is a natural chemical (an enzyme) that converts
- chemical.
natural
another
angiotensin I. to the chemical called

Dr. Komaroff

Murray

angiotensin II. Angiotensin 1 is
inactive. but angiotensin II raises
blood pressure. So reducing the
amount of angiotensin II by reducing ACE. the enzyme that makes
angiotensin II, helps lower blood
pressure.
Angiotensin-receptor block
ers(AM) block the blood pressure-raising effects of angiotensin
II. So. the ACE inhibitors reduce
the amount of angiotensin 11 the
btvdy makes, and the ARB% reduce
the blood pressure raising effect
of angiotensin II.
-- ('alcium-channel blockers
slow the movement of calcium
into the smooth-imiscle cells that
are in the heart and the walls of
the blood vessels. This makes
heart muscle pump less forcefully (but still forcefully enough).
which reduces blood pressure. Cal cium-channel Mockers also-i-ela%
the muscle in the blood vessel
walls, which makes blood %essels
open wider. loss ering blood prCSSure

Anti-adrenergics limit the
action of the hormones epinephrine and norepinepbrine. This relas es the blood vessels and reduces
the speed mid force of the heart's
contractions.
-- Direct-acting vasodilators
relax the arteries. They act quickly and are otten used in emergencies.
(Wee( remit inhibitors inhibit the activ ity of reuin. the enzyme
largely responsible for angimensin
II levels. Aliskiren iTektumai is
a renin inhibitor.
There really is no "best" blood
pressure medication. he goal is
to find the right medication for
you. Often. mine than one type
of. .medicine used iii CilMbiliallort
fund proves the best lhat
medicine or medicine
ing the
combo that t:Het-to ely lowers your
blood pressure while not causing
side effects -- and not costing
inure than you can afford.
(To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.com, or write: .4sk
Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.. Second Floor.•lastan. M4 02115,.)
I

Hints From Heloise

Today In History

El A ES
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that these important dates were
FAST
easier to .find and read. It's a
FACTS
Dear safety factor. In the meantime. I
Readers: use a permanent marker to write
Other usesfor the date somewhere on the conaquarium hinter where I can see it - if I
c(ui find - it! - Carole H.. via
gravel:
* Use as enuni
I agree with .you! If only there
decoration in
a floral vase. were a universal system. Here is
* Put in a hint: A use-by date 'leans you
the bottom of should cot:slope the product by that
rinsing .date for W.•it OUA4111'. not safeplants to keep soil fr
ty, so yollAtion't necessarily_have
ow. 4.4i, •
* Place in a large jar II.% a to throw it out.' 7 Hehotse
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
doorstop.
Heloise
* Place in a small jar tIA
P.O. Box 795000
paperweight.
San Antonio. TX 78279-50(10
* Make a -habitat- 'Or piesFax: 1-210-HELOISE '
ti(• animals and small. toys.
Email: Heloise(at)lieloise.com
- Hehoise
- •
KETCHUP MESS
EXPIRATION DATE HARD TO
Dear Heloise: My mother took
FIND
Dear Readers: Here is this my toddler son to lunch the other
week's SOUND 011: about expi- day and let him have free rein
ration and use-by dates on prod- of the ketchup. Needless to say.
it is everywhere. His shirt is covucts:
"I'm cleaning out 'try fridge ered in it. Do you have any hints
and noticing how challenging it on how to clean it? - Lee in
can be to find product expira- Texas__
U do! Wipe (or scrape off as
lion. duffs. I found two ptooducts
as you can, then soak the
much
embossed
dates
'use-In'
with the
on the lids and visible only with shirt in crild water for 30 mina magnifying .glass. Others are utes.-Next. use liquid laundry
stamped somewhere on the con- detergent or white bar soap and
tainer in small print. I do wish rub the stain while still wet.

by
Heft**
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Activist Hoffman
Prince of India
Monsoon weather
Select group
Is familiar with
Honeydew, e g
- avis
CDs'forerunners
Grilled Japanese dish
In - (stuck)
Repressed, as rage
Short skirts
Pigs
Taken care of
Poker payment
Military post
Radio VIPs
Ham or lamb
Accumulate, as debts
Bengal beast
Similar
Ridiculous
Used a keyboard
Eyeballed
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PLACE,AND 1400E )10005
ARE RAI OF WEN 94AKE5!
HAVE 4t1t)EVER BM LSOMPED
DV A QUE94 SNAKE/

'Iv you.u. AuGH!

-TELL y
BOY,st3U GET Ci•KIMPED
eq A QUEEN SNAKE, AND HER
BE vERY
stir'YE HAD IT:YOU WON'T
HAPPti
GET ME NEAR NV WOODS
1D60!
FUU. OF QUEEN SNAKES!
43,92, NOTME! l'U. JUST .
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Bible boat
Prohibit
Life story. for short
One way to put an agreement
School paper
New versions of films
Beer type
Jack's pal
Resting on
Coop group
Jay-Z's music
Scots' toppers
Lake near Buffalo
Celtic letter
Acting as an attendant
Metal boxes
"Do - others
Hammer part
Like many passports
Mine rock
Math comparison
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Crosswords

DOWN

PEANUTS(0)

1.4(ish with warm water and
detergent. Make sure the AIM?: is
gone belore putting in tlw dryer.
.4re there other stains you need
help removing! I have compiled
It pamphlet filled with hints about
how to remove anything Iron, ink
to wine! To 'order. send $5 and
a long. sell-pdressed stamped
(ents) envelope to: Ih•hotseiStain
Guide,P.O. Box 795001• San Antonio. 7X 7.'1279-5001. 7;, prevent
.sloaA
your siViMAIIII
a in a .solunon oj one drop ot
ijound at
ann-chlorine .Ito
aquarium stores) and a gallon o/
water after eUth SWIM. DO not
rinse. - Ih•loise
NECKLACE HOOK
, Dear Heloise: I have a ser.s
special necklace my husband gave
me that I wear esery day. 1 used
to take it off before getting in
the shower and often forgot where
I placed it. or it was lost under
other stuff. I took a small sue
tion cup with a hook and placed
it on my mirror.. Now when I
remove it before my shower. 1
place it on the hook. When I am
ready to put it back on. I always
know where it is. - Kennedy
in Illinois
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FRENCH OPEN

STANLEY CUP FINALS

Nadal
Stanley Cup finals offer something for everyone
claims
record 8th
French
Open win
chises since Montreal heat the wiped out 510 games and
New York Rangers in five pushed the start of the season
back to Jan. 19.
games way back in 1979.
"It's a special couple places.
CHICAGO tAP) — Two
The mighty Blackhawks.
franchises, rich in history, talent N inners of seven of the last eight -the tradition of the Bruins and
and star power. Two winning games. have a deep roster that the
is
special."
Hawks
coach
Joel
teams that know what it takes to really found its identity- when Blackhawks
bring home the Stanley Cup. pushed to the limit by the Quennev ille said. "I'm sure. you
Intrigue. in the form of a sched- Detroit Red Wings in the second know, the rivalry could return
ule that kept them away from round. Then there are the play- instantly come Game I.- 1 think
each other for an entire season.
off-tested Bruins. u ho rolled it's good for the league. It's good
great hockey
Oh. there's plenty to love over fax ored Pittsburgh during for hockey.
about,this series.
an impressive sweep that gave markets. We're very excited to
The Stanley Cup finals kick them a chance for a second NHL be a part of it."
off Wednesday night when the title in three seasons.
Chicago advanced with a 4-3
Chicago Blackhawks -host the
It's a gift wrapped in a how double-overtime % ictory over
Boston Bruins in the first finals for a league still trying to reco%- Los Angeles on Saturday night.
matchup of Original Six fran- er from a hitter lockout that using a hat trick from Patrick
JAY COHEN
AP Sports Writer

HOWARD FENDRICH
AP Tennis Writer
PARIS (AP) — If Rafael
Nadal truly was going to be
challenged. if his bid for an
unprecedented eighth French
Open championship would he
slowed even a bit, this might
have been the moment.
Leading by a set and a break
70 minutes into Sunday's final
against David Ferrer. another
• indefatigable
generally
Spaniard. Nadal faced four
break points in one game. The
last was -a 31 -stroke exchange.
the match's longest. capped
whew Nadal • absorbed Ferrer's
strong' backhand approach and
transformed it into a cross-court
backhand passing shot.
Ferrer glared at the hall as it
flew past and landed in a corner.
then smiled ruefully. What else
was there to do? Dealing with
defense-to-offense on
red clay is a thankless task. His
rain-soaked 6-3.6-2,6-3 sictorx
over Ferrer was Nadal's record
59th win in 60 matches at the
French Open and made him the
only man with eight titles at any
Grand Slam tournament.
"I never like to compare
years. but it's true that this year
means something wry special
for me," Nadal said, alluding to
the way he managed to come
back from a left knee injury that
sidelined him for about sevai
months.
"When you have a period of
time like I had." he added. "you
realize that yon don't know if
you will have the chance to he
back here w ith this trophy
another time." •
But he does it. year after year.
He won fora French Opens in
a row from 2005-08. and another four in a row from 2010-13.
"Rafael was better than me,"
said Ferrer. who had won all 18
sets he'd played the past two
weeks to reach his first Grand
Slam final at age 31. "He didn't
make mistakes."
A week past his 27th birthday, Nadal now owns 12 major
•See NADAL, 12A
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Kidd, Nets'
discuss •
coaching
vacancy
MIAMI(AP) — Ja.son Kidd is
interested in the Brooklyn Nets'
coaching position and plans to
talk to the team this week, a person familiar with the situation
said Sunday.
Kidd led the Nets to consecutive NBA Finals in 2002-03 as a
player and is interested in replacing PJ.Carlesimo.the person told
The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because the
team is not discussing its search.
The recently retired point
guard's interest was first reported
by Yahoo Sports.
The 40-year-old Kidd ended
his career last week after a season
with the Knicks. his 19th in the
NBA. He is second on the career
list in assists.and steals,and is the
Nets' franchise leader in most
playoff statistical categories.
Kidd, a two-time Olympic
gold medalist, has long been considered one of the NBA's smartest
players, and Spurs coach Gregg
Popovich said he would be capable of handling the transition to
coaching.
"Well, you know. I think of
•See NBA, 12A

Two

Kane to eliminate the defending losing its spot atop the Northeast
champion Kings in five games Division in the final days of the
in the Western Conference regular season. The Bruins have
finals. Back in the Stanley Cup won five in a row and nine of 10,
series for the first time since boosted by a familiar group of
2010. the Blackhawks are in stars who led the way when they
search of another title to pair won it all in 2011, David Krejci
with their six-game victory- over scored four times in the
the Philadelphia Flyers three Pittsburgh sweep and leads
years ago.
Boston with nine goals and 12
"Everyone has that drive to
assists in the playoffs.
w in the Cup." Chicago forward
"The excitement is there,"
Andrew Shaw said. "It's going
coach Claude Julien said
Bruins
to be a long road ahead here. It's
surreal. I've wanted this since I Sunday. "You've heard people
was a kid. I'm excited to get say. 'Once you've been there,
you want to go back.' It's true,
started."
•See NHL. 12A
Boston is rolling again after

NBA FINALS: HEAT 103, SPURS 84

Heat win big, even series at one

LYNNE SLADKY AP Photo
Miami Heat small forward LeBron James(6) blocks a shot by San Antonio Spurs center
Tiago Splitter (22) of Brazil, during the second half of Game 2 of the NBA Finals basketball game, Sunday. June 9, 2013 in Miami.
James broke out to finish it with
a flurry and the Heat used a'335 run to blow away the San
MIAMI(AP) — Back with a Antonio Spurs 103-84 on
blowout. and, no, the Miami Sunday night to even the NBA
Heat didn't need to lean on Finals at one game apiece.
James missed 10 of his first
LeBron to get it.
Not when Mario Chalmers 13 shots and the Heat trailed by
and everyone else came through. a point late in the third quarter
Chalmers led the charge, before unleashing the lethal
BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer

brand of basketball that led them
to a franchise-record 66 wins
thIc SVason
.
Chalmers finished with 19
points. and James had 17 points.
eight rebounds and seven assists'
while shooting only 7 of 17 from
the field.
"I know my shooters only
need a little bit of room to get

the shot off." Elle.S' said. "For.—Chalmers is frequently found in
me. I struggled offensively, but Heat highlights being yelled at
Miami vetthe shooters made some good by James or another)
eran. But he's as tlky as any of
shots."
The Heat made 10 of 19 ?- the superstars in Miami. and he
pointers and got 13 points from has the big-moment plays to
Ray Allen, and 12 points and 10 back up his bravado, from a
rebounds from the previously tying shot for Kansas in the
1008 NCAA - championship
'stumping-Chris
Danny Green made all six game to his 25 points in Game 4
shots, including five 3-pointers, of last year's finals.
The point guard sparked the
and scored 17 points. for the
late in the third. after San
Heat
Spurs. They host Game 3 on
had taken a 62-61 lead.
Antonio
night.
'Tuesday
Tony Parker had 13 points on He converted two three-point
5-of-14 shooting for the Spurs, plays, Allen and Mike Miller
who were so precise in. their 92- nailed 3-pointers. and James
88 victory in Game I but threw made only his third field goal of
the ball all over the white-sur- the game during a 14-3 finishing
rounded court Sunday. commit- spurt that sent Miami to the
ting 17 turnovers that led to 19 fourth with a 75-65 advantage.
They. opened the _fourth with
Miami points.
"In the second half they just nine straight points to make it
run us tw er." the Spurs' Manu 84-65,and capped the run at 94Ginobili said. "We didn't move 67 when James made a 3-pointthe ball at all. Their pressure er. erasing any chance of their
first two-game losing streak in
really got us on our heels."
'Tim Duncan shot 3 of 13 and five months.
"We were just a little bit more
finished with nine points and I I
today," Bosh said. "We
active
rebounds.
made an emphasis to
just
really
wouldn't
he
James insisted
try- to corral them."
to
continue
he
after
more
do
to
himself
force
The Spurs had only four
had a triple-double in Game I
but never seized the opportunity turnovers in Game I. tying an
lo take control of the scoring as NBA Finals record low. But they
the game was slipping away surpassed that total in the first
quarter. Parker committing two
from the Heat.
their five after not coughing it
of
• He didn't need to. Not with
once in the opener, and the
up
Chalmers making big shots, the
looked more like the slopSpurs
Spurs
the
Heat's defense forcing
Pacers from Game 7
Indiana
py
floor.
the
over
all
shaky
to look
and a barrage of second-half 3- of the Eastern Conference finals
than the Spurs of Game I .
pointers.
The unrecognizable play conJames finally got some openParker firing passes on
tinued.
ings late, hanging from the rim
right into a
pick-and-roll
the
an extra second not long after a
on multiple
leg
player's
Heat
sensational blocked shot freed
getting
even
and
occasions
him up for a fast break.
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MLB: CARDINALS 11, REDS 4

464-foot shot into the left field
seats off Curtis Partch, who
was makinig his major league
was
homer
CINCINNATI (AP) — Matt debut. The
season.
the
of
a
10th
capped
Holliday's
Holliday's grand slam
Trevor Rosenthal (1-0) had
seven-run 10th inning to help
the St. Louis Cardinals beat the four strikeouts in two perfect
Cincinnati Reds 11-4 on innings to get the will. The victory meant that the Cardinals
Sunday night.
J.J. Hoover (075) walked have now either won or split 13
Allen Craig to lead off the straight series.
The Reds grabbed a quick 210th. One out later, David
Freese singled Craig to second, 0 lead in the first. Shin-Soo
extending his career-best hit- Choo led off with an oppositeting streak to 19 games. tied field double into the left-field
with San Francisco's -Marco corner and moved to third on
Scutaro for the longest in the Derrick Robinson's sacrifice
bunt. After Joey Votto walked,
National League this season.
Daniel Descalso followed Brandon Phillips nudged a
with his RBI double off the left half-swing bloop single into
MICHAEL E KEATING I AP Photo field wall. Matt Carpenter short right field to drive in
St. Louis Cardinals players line up in the dugout as Matt added two insurance runs with Choo and send Votto to third.
Holliday slaps their hands after his 10th inning grand a bases-loaded, single before Votto scored on Jay Bruce's
slam in Sunday's game.
• Holliday hit his homer — a sacrifice fly.
MARK SCHMETZER
Associated Press

St. Louis tied it in the
fourth. Carlos Beltran led off
With his 14th home run of the
season, a 409-foot blast to center field on a 3-1 pitch.
Holliday followed with a double and scored one out later on
Yadier Molina's opposite-field
double into the right-field corner.
A two-run fifth gave the
Reds a 4-2 lead. Choo led off
with a single to right and
Robinson was nicked by a
pitch while squaring to bunt.
Votto, struck out and Choo
moved to third,on Phillips's fly
ball to center field before
Bruce lined a two-run double
into the right-field corner.

The Cardisele jumped all
over reliever Slais LeCure lode
the scare slob is the series&
•lbw CBS,12A
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NBA FINALS
San Antonio 1. Miami 1
Thursday
San Antonio 92 Miami 88
Sunday
Miami 103 San Antonio 84
TU481•Ily
Miami at San Antonio 9 pm
Thursday
Miami at San Antonio 9 p m
a-Sunday
Miami at San Antonio 8 p m
a-Tuesday
San Antonio at Miami. 9 p m
a-Thursday
San Antonio at Miami 9 p m
v -it necesswy
MLB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct
W
39 24 619
Atlanta
31 31 500
Washington

31 33.484
23 35.397
18 44.290
Division
L PC1
W
41 22 851
St Louis
37 28.587
Cincinnati
37 28.587
Pittsburgh
25 35.417
Chicago
25 37.403
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct
W
35 28.556
Arizona
33 29.532
San Francisco
3430531
Colorado
29 34 480
San Diego
27 35 435
Los Angeles

Philadelphia
New York
Miami
Central

8%
13%
20%
GB
4
4
14%
15%
GB
154
114
6
7%
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III NBA...
intuitive skills to know what's
going on out there. Obviously, he.
would be able to have relationships with the players that he's
had with his coaches throughout."
Kidd had two years left on his
contract when he retired after a
difficult- postseason. He played
2 years for the Nets when they
1
6/
were based in New Jersey and is
friendly with Nets point guard
Deron Williams.
Carlesimo led the Nets to a 49.33 record after replacing the fired
Avery Johnson in December.The
Nets told him he wouldn't be
retained after losing to Chicago in
the first round of the playoffs.

From Page 11A
course it's an individual thing. but
when you've played in the league
as long as Jason has and played
for a number of coaches, he's
pretty much seen everything that
the NBA can offer. So he does
have experience," Popovich said
betbre Game 2 of the finals.
Popovich tried to sign Kidd
away from the Nets a decade ago.
believing he could help mentor
point guard Tony Parker.
"If he's crazy enough to want
to be a head coach in the league. I
wish him all the best." Popovich
said. "Btit he certainly has the

IN Finals...
From Page 11A
yanked barely three minutes into
the third quarter after his struggles continued.
The Spurs responded with
seven straight points without
him to get back within one. But
by the end of the period, it was
Chalmers who was the best
point guard on the floor.
The Heat dropped Game I in
last year's finals, and the first
two to Dallas in 2006 before
going on to win both titles. But
those early deficits came on the
road, so Dwyane Wade said
Sunday's game was a "must-win
game" for the Heat.
They arrived to white shirts
hanging on the seats that read
"Larry loves Miami" with A picture of the Larry O'Brien trophy
that goes to the NBA champion.
Larry's not leaving, not if the
Heat keep playing like this.
They looked as good as ever
in the final 15 minutes of their
100th game of the season, pouring it on and leaving Spurs
coach Gregg Popovich often
standing with his arms folded on
the sideline, with no answers
and no way of slowing down the
Heat speedsters.

San Antonio had its -sevengame pristseason winning streak
snapped. as well as a six.-game
NBA Finals win streak that
dated to the 2005 finals.
Duncan, who started 0 of5 in
the opener before finishing with
20 points and 14 rebounds.
began 1 for 5 in this one. But he
never got untracked,though part
of the problem *vas the Spurs'
inability to get him the ball
enough because of their
turnovers.
Wade finished with 10 poifits
and six assists. Miami committed just six turnovers.
Notes: The Spurs remained at
131 playoff wins, two back of
the Lakers for most in the NBA
since 1997, when Duncan was
drafted. ... Clippers veteran
Chauncey Billups. a former
NBA Finals MVP. was chosen
Sunday as the first winner of the
Twyman-Stokes
NBA's
Teammate of the Year Award. It
was named for Maurice Stokes,
who was paralyzed in an oncourt accident in 1958, and
teammate Jack Twyman, who
became Stokes' legal guardian
and watched over him for 12
years-until Stokes died in .1970.

Murray Ledger & Times

II Nadal...
From Page 11A
trophies in all — including two
from Wimbledon.one each froM
the U.S. Open and Australian
Open — to eclipse Bjorn Borg
and Rod Laver and equal Roy
Emerson for the third-most in
history. Nadal trails only Roger
Federer's 17 and Pete Sampras'
14.
"Winning 17 Grand Slam
titles, that's miles away," Nadal
said. "I'm not even thinking
about it."
This was Nadal's first major
tournament after a surprising
at
loss
second-round
Wimbledon last June. Since
rejoining the tour in February.
he is 43-2 with seven titles and
two runner-up finishes. He's
won his past 22 matches.
"For me, it's incredible," said
Toni Nadal, Rafael's uncle and
coach. "When I think of all that
Rafael has done. I don't understand it."
No one, perhaps not even
Ferrer himstlf. expected Nadal
to lose Sunday:
That's because of Nadal's
skill on clay, in general. and at
Roland Gams,in particular, but
also because of how Ferrer had
fared against his friend and
countryman — and video-game
competitor — in the past.
Ferrer entered Sunday 4-19
against Nadal. On clay, Nadal
had 16 consecutive victories
over Ferrer. whose only head-tohead win on the surface came

Do You Suffer
from Migraines?

minutes of other actions by protesters, including chanting from
the upper deck that briefly
delayed play. Police said seven
people were held for questioning.
Nadal got broken in that
game. then broke back right
away to take the second set.
The third set was similar to
the first. It was 3-all, then suddenly over. Nadal took the last
three games. ending the match
with a forehand winner before
dropping his racket and falling
on his back, leaving a rust-colored smudge on his white shirt
and flecks of clay on his stubbled cheeks. Soon he was standing, holding his index finger
aloft.
Yes. Nadal is No. 1 at the
French Open. When the ATP
rankings are issued Monday,
,however, he will be No. 5,
because of points he dropped
while hurt.Ferrer will be at No.4.
"Yeah, it's strange. no? I lost
the final against Rafael, but
tomorrow I am going to be No.4
and him No.5." Ferrer said with
a grin, then delivered his punch
line: "I prefer to win here and to
stay No. 5."
Sorry, David. This is Nadal'.
tournament.
Now the question becomes
Is eight enough'?

•Cards...

II NHL..
From Page 11A
we really want to go back: we
made it happen. We're excited
about it and we also know what
kind of challenge lies ahead for
us. It's about acknowledging that
and being ready for it."
' While Boston and Chicago
have kept an eye on each other
for a while now,there's no way
for either team to grab a real
hold on what to expect at the
very beginning of the series.
That's because the abbreviated
48-game schedule due to the
lockout included no games
against teams from the other
conference.
That's right, the Bruins and
Blackhawks haven't played
since Oct. 15, 2011, when
Boston won 3-2 in a shootout in
Chicago. There are no mutual
opponents this year. not even an
All-Star game to compare the
players from each conference.
"I think all the information is
out there for both teams to
understand how we both play,"
Julien said. "There's no secrets
there. Again. like I said, it's only
the head to head, how the two
teams are kind of going to clash.
what's going to happen when we
do. It's as simple as that.
"It's about having confidence
in what you plan on doing and
going out there and executing it,
that's all you can doi"
The Bruins were on the brink
of elimination when they trailed
Toronto 4-1 with less than 11
minutes left in !he third period

the players traded early breaks.
Ferrer held for a 3-2 lead.
That's when Nadal took over,
winning seven games in a row
and 12 of 14. His court coverage
was impeccable, as usual,showing no signs of any problems
from that left knee, which was
supported by a band of white
tape. His lefty forehand whips
were on-target. accounting for
19 of his 35 winners and repeatedly forcing errors from Ferrer.
When Nadal did have lapses.
he admonished himself, once
slapping his forehead with his
right palm after pushing a lob
wide. But what's demoralizing
for opponents is the way Nadal
slams the door when they have
openings, then rushes through
when he gets the slightest
chance.
He was at his relentless best
on key points, including those
four break chances for Ferrer at
3-1 in the second set.
Immediately after, Nadal broke
to 5-1 on a forehand winner
down the line.
As Nadal prepared to serve in
the next game, a man wearing a
white mask and carrying a fiery
flare jumped out of the stands
nearby. The intruder quickly
was shoved to the ground by one
security guard. while another
went to protect Nadal.
"I felt a little bit scared at the
first moment," Nadal said,
"because I didn't see what's
going on."
It happened Within a few

the first time they played,in July
2004, when Nadal was 18.
Nadal had yet to make his
French Open debut then, missing it that year because of a broken left foot. On May 23, 2005,
Nadal played his first match at
Roland Garros, beating Lars
Burgsmuller 6- I 7-6 (4),6-1 on
Court 1,known as the "bullring"
because of its oval shape.
And so began the reign.
Nadal won a record 31 consecutive matches at the French
Open until the fourth round in
2009. when Robin Soderling
beat him. In 2010, Nadal started
a new streak, which currently
stands at 28.
There was occasional shaktness this year. Nadal lost the
first set of each of his first two
matches and was pushed to a
tiebreaker to begin his third.
He barely edged No. !ranked Novak Djokovic in a
thrilling semifinal that lasted
2 hours and ended
/
more than 41
9-7 in the fifth set Friday.
By any measure, that match
was far more enjoyable to take
in than the final, akin to dining
on a filet mignon accompanied
by a well-aged bottle of
Bordeaux one day. then grabbing a hot dog and can of soda
from a street vendor 48 hours
later.
Under a leaden sky that eventually would release a steady
shower from the second set on.
Ferrer felt nerves at the outset.
he acknowledged later. But after

of Game 7 in the first round. But
they managed to beat the Maple
Leafs 5-4 in overtime.
The Blackhawks had their
own great escape in the second
round, coming back from a 3-1
deficit to eliminate the rival Red
Wings in seven games. The
comeback included a three-goal
flurry in Game 6 that erased a 21 deficit heading into the final
period.
The - twin comebacks for
Boston and Chicago increase the
potential for a compelling series
for the title. Now mix in a couple of the NHL's best all-around
forwards in Patrice Bergeron of
the Bruins and Jonathan Toews
of the Blackhawks, plus a slew
of talented players on each side.
and there are convincing arguments to be made for either team
to win the title.

From Page 11A
Jon Jay led off with a singlet
his third hit of the game. and
went to third on pinch-hitter
Matt Adams's double to center
that Chota, got a glove on but
couldn't hold. Jay scored and
pinch-runner Shane Robinson
went to third on Carpenter's
single. Beltran greeted reliever
Alfredo Simon with a gametying sacrifice fly.
Carpenter extended his
career-high hitting streak to 18
games.
Notes: Cardinals RHP Jake
Westbrook, on the disabled list
since May 9 with right elbow
inflammation, started for
Single-A Peoria on Sunday.
perhaps the last step toward
being activated. Westbrook

tr
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could be ready to pitch in "4-5
days." manager Mike Matheny
said. ... St. Louis RHP Chris
Carpenter. who's missed the
entire season with a right
shoulder injury, is scheduled to
pitch "lengthened" bullpen sessions and face batters when the
Cardinals return from their current road trip. Matheny said. ...
Reds 2B Brandon Phillips was
1 -for-7 in his first two games
since missing four after being
hit in the left forearm with it
pitch. The area remains
swollen. "It's still (messed)
up," Phillips said. "I can catch
the ball OK. but handling the
bat is tough. I'm going to play
through it. It is what it is."
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Guest Speaker: Dr. Christ9pher King, Neurologist
Complimentary meal pro‘iided
Call to reserve your seat... space is limited!
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